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MSU's land
plans to be
discussed
Staff Report
Murray State University's
proposal to build a new extended campus in Paducah is reported to be on the agendas of two
McCracken County groups
today.
University representatives
are scheduled to talk with the
Neighborhood
End
West
Association at 7 pm. at First
Christian Church. located at 415
Audubon Dr., regarding Murray
State's option on 23 of 29 acres
of land in that area.
Murray State's administration purchased an option on
tracts of land last week for
$50,000. If approved by MSU's
Board of Regents. the university
would then be able to purchase
the land for SI million.
Murray State University and
a task force are examining
options to expand its Paducah
campus, which is currently
housed in the Crisp Center. a
former bottling facility on the
outskirts of Paducah.
The land recently retained is
located just west of Interstate
24.
Officials have expressed a
need for expanding that particular campus in order to replace
the Crisp Center and also tap
into a large number of non-traditional students who have some
college credit hours or associate
degrees but, for various reasons.
have limited time to devote to a
full-time college course load.

That pursuit, which was initially discussed at a regents
retreat just a year ago this week.
is also driven by a state-mandat
ed guideline to double the num •
her of Kentucky's degree holders by 2020.
However, the option purchase brought swift rebuttal
from some regent members who
believe the money could be utilized on MSU's main campus
instead of an extended campus,
particularly when the state is
experiencing tight budgetary
times.
The purchase would have to
be approved by the regents. The
regents are scheduled to meet in
September.
The university's option on the
land is for six months; however
it could purchase an additional
three months from the land's
owners.
Paducah businessman Keith
Murt of Murtco Inc., purchased
the remaining acreage for
$160.000 at an auction last
week.
The Paducah Junior College
Board. which owns the property
Kentucky
West
where
Community and Technical
College is located, was also
scheduled to discuss MSU's
expanded campus options,
which also includes possibly
building a site on the WKCTC
campus. That meeting was to be
held today at 2:30 p.m. in
Paducah.

Opposition heard,
prompts denial of
permit from BZA
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments denied the application
of a conditional use permit to allow two developmentally disabled
men to continue living in their home on Utterback Road under the
business. Behavior Support Services.
According to business owner Thomas McElrath. the men have
been living in the home since September and until now McElrath
was unaware of the city ordinance restricting the number of nonrelated individuals in an R-2 zoning district.
He told the board he "saw a need" and began operating the business in 2000. The home is one of three that houses McElrath's
clients. The other two are in the county.
Behavior Support Services is an approved Medicaid provider that
places individuals in housing conducive to their conditions. It rents
the property then leases it to individuals. McElrath said the state
conducts frequent inspections.
According to Murray City Planner Candace Dowdy and
McElrath. no complaints had been heard from the neighbors regarding the two men living there. But when the public hearing opened
tor opposition to McElrath's request. they had plenty to say.
Jason Billingion. who lives in the county near the gentlemen's
home, said he has never seen the men and recently found out about
them living there when he read the agenda item in the Ledger &

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Ricky Edwards, an employee of the Calloway County Road Department, fills a 125-gallon tank on one of the department's
dump trucks with diesel fuel early this week. The county's fuel bill to operate the big trucks, as well as Calloway County
Sheriff's Department vehicles, is estimated to nearly double in one year.

Despite gas prices, local
safety, service not hurt
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The spike in gasoline and
diesel pricr's along with an
increase in summer fuel
demands is draining city and
county government, as well as
school district, budgets to provide law enforcement, sanitation, education, safe highways
and other vital services.
City
Murray
Although
Council and Calloway County
Fiscal Court can buy fuel at a
discount without state and federal taxes, the cost of running
multi-vehicle fleets hundreds

and even thousands of miles per
day is daunting. In an effort to
cut back on consumption,
departments are doing everything they can to save fuel and
every little bit helps.
Regardless of how high fuel
prices rise, public safety must
remain a priority. Calloway
County Sheriff Bill Marcum
says the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department's can't
allow its responsibilities to be
affected. Patrolling county roadways, answering trouble calls,
responding to emergencies,
transferring prisoners, delivering summons and other duties

must continue as usual.
"We try to be conservative,
but we haven't cut back on our
patrols or anything else. We
Can't," he said. "We try to conserve by waiting a bit on
inspecting cars and things like
that for when we have to serve
papers in a certain area, but
obviously when we get our calls
or have to perform a service
we've got to go."
Murray Police Chief Ken
Claud said the department is
facing similar challenges and
are doing what they can to cope
Murray City Council has allocated additional funding for the
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GREG TRAViStedger & limes
PLEASE BAIL ME OUT!: Lance Allison. nght. executive director of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, and Rachel Foley from Murray Telephone and Electnc were
among the many local officials, business representatives and community dignitaries participating the annual Muscular Dystrophy Association's MDA Lock-Up Wednesday at the Big
Apple Cafe. According to the MDA, local leaders are -arrested" for "having a big heart" and
then spend an hour making calls to others to raise their bail money in the form ot MDA contnbutions. According to Rene Goodman, MDA district director. approximately $20.000 was
raised last year and this year's goal was set at $25.000.
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Gov. wants
energy plan
for Kentucky
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coming year, but the cost
remains uncertain.
"In our new budget the
increase was estimated, but I
don't know yet whether it will
be enough or not,- Claud said.
"Like everybody else, it has
gone up dramatically and it's
certainly cutting into our budget.Claud said officers have been
parking their vehicles in lots
around the city to observe for
traffic violations and other
crimes while remaining alert to
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Gov. Steve Beshear is planning
a new energy policy for
Kentucky he says should reLy
more on coal and aim at creating
new jobs and renewable power
sources.
Beshear says he expects
Environment
and
Energy
Secretary Len Peters to have the
report finished by September.
The Democratic governor say6
he wants the plan. among other
things. to suggest ways for
reducing Kentucky's reliance on
energy and increase coal pro:duction in the state.
Beshear says he also wants
Kentucky to rely more on
renewable energy such as wind
and solar sources. Beshear says
the state should find ways to
make Kentucky coal -cleaner
and greener."
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Preliminary report complete on crash

KentuckylnBrief
U of L reviewing controls on grants
deciding

By HOLLY WISE
Stet Writer
The Nalior :1 Transportation
Safety Board released its preliminary report earlier this
month on the airplane crash that
claimed the life of Murray businessman Dan Hutson III on June
18.
The report disclosed that the
sealing component on the oil filter adapter was "leaking oil for
an undetermined amount of
time, was dry-rotted and bnt-

LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — The University of Louisville is
whether it needs to stiffen as oversight of grant money in the wake
of a federal investigation
U of L President James Ramsey toed The Couner-Joumal a grant
overseen by former education dean Robert Feiner was unusual
because the project mar.a9er wRS the dean who was also in charge
of employees involved in its administration
Federal authonties are looking into whether Feiner mishandled
the $694000 giant
The money was intended to help local school distncts improve
student test scores on No Child Let! Behind exams
State and local education officials said they never heard about the
grant and were unfamiliar with the center that was supposed to be
created with the funds

Jury finds Ky. man guilty
of killing police chief

Murray Ledger & 'limes

MOUNT STERLING, Ky. (AP) — A jury convicted the killer of a
small-town police chief of wanton murdei Wednesday, opting against
a more serious intentional murder charge that could have earned the
ath penatty.
Defense attorneys never disputed that 38-year-old James Bamett
fired the bullet that killed Clay City Police Chief Randy Lacy in June
2007. However, they argued that their client was a junkie high on a
mind-altenng cocktail of alcohol, cocaine and the anti-anxiety medication Xanax.
After nearly 15 hours of deliberations over two days, the jury
handed the judge a verdict consistent with the defense's position that
Barnett didn't mean to kill.
Barnett also was convicted of theft by unlawful taking for grabbing
and hiding Lacy's handgun, which was the murder weapon. He was
acquitted of an escape charge.
Two jurors wept as the verdict was read, and several of Lacy's
family members tetrad up as web. One of Bamett's sisters whispered, 'Thank God." when the jury opted for the lower murder
charge.
Life in prison with the possibility of parole is the maximum penalty the wanton murder charge carries. Had the jury found in favor of
intentional murder, it could have earned life without parole or the
death penalty. The jufy also had the option of finding Barnett guilty of
manslaughter. which carhes a 10-year maximum sentence.

According to the report. personnel at the Indiana Air Route
Traffic Control Centur reported
Hutson had taken off from the
Blue Grass Airport in Lexington
at I p.m. Minutes after depart-

•BZA
From Front

Times.
While he said he admires the
work of the Behavior Support
Services, he said they should
stay in R 3 in R4 zoning instead
of bringing residents to singlefamily neighborhoods.
Ano0er neighbor, Derik
Waters, said his concern is not
with the gentlemen living in the
house but with tenants who may
follow them and due to the safety of his children, he was
against the conditional use peroat.
The permit is one that, if
accepted, would allow Behavior
Support Services to continue
using the home, but Dowdy
pointed out it could be revoked
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — A Kentucky soldier was among nine
if problems arose.
who were killed when their remote outpost in eastern Afghanistan
In the end, the board, after a
was attacked, the military said Wednesday.
1 I/2-hour discussion, voted to
The Defense Department said Pfc. Sergio S. Abed, 21, of
the conditional use permit
Morganfield, died Sunday in the deadliest incident for U S. forces in deny
by a vote of 4-1.
Afghanistan since June 2005, wnen 16 American soldiers were killed request
Mayes voted against
Greg
helicopter.
their
down
shot
grenade
as a rocket-propelled
the denial. Board members
The solders died from wounds suffered when their newly built
Jones and Ed Davis were
outpost in Wanat was attacked before dawn by small-arms fire and Darren
absent.
rocket-propelled grenades.
—They certainly enjoy their
They wee assigned to the 2nd Battalion. 503d Infantry Regiment
McElrath in a tele(Airborne), 173rd Airborne Brigade Combat Team based in Vicenza, home," said
phone interview this morning.
Italy
it's an unfortunate
A former provincial governor in the region said scores of attack- "Obviously
them."
for
thing
some
militants,
Pakistan-based
and
Afghanof
mix
a
ers included
According to McElrath, the
with al-Oaida links.
on the house expires in
A NATO official said they used houses, shops and a mosque for lease
the board agreed to
cover during the hours-long battle before Amencan soldiers man- August but
six months to
aged to drive out the attackers and c.ail in air support from attack hel- give the residents
icopters. The official said dozens were killed and about 40 were re-locate.
wounded.

Ky. soldier among 9 killed
in Afghan base attack

The easy decision for

Permanent Birth Control

1 he Essure Procedure
I Tit protriltitt. is Cot, ta,s1, and t'ffvasectomy, the Essure
procedure Fins these advantages.
• No incisions or cutting
• No general anesthesia required
• Quick recovery
• 99.8% effective (based on 4 years of follow-up)
• Can be performed in our office with minimal
anesthesia

Unlike tubal ligation or

Call Murray Woman's Clinic today at
270-753-9300 to discuss if the Essure procedure
may be the option for you.

ing. Hutson contacted a controller and said he vats losing
engine oil pressure At 1:06, he
advised the controller that his
windscreen was covered in oil
The engine logbook said the
engine oil pressure had been
adjusted on May II, 2007 and
later the engine had a "top overhaul" on Aug. 23, 2007, according to the report.
The report indicated that the
airframe, flight control system,
propellor and system components had no "preimpact
mechanical malfunction."
Hutson was returning to
Murray after dropping his wife,
Cindy, in Lexington to be with
their daughter. Alison Mello,
who was in labor at an area hospital, it was repotted.

Traffic controllers reported composite airframe."
According to a public Aldus
they lost communication with
Hutson at 1:08 p.m.. minutes officer with the NTSB. a full
after they told him he was four report will not be available until
miles from the closest airport. next summer.
He reportedly replied that he did
The Hutson family is well
not have a visual of the airport.
known in the agncultural comAccording to an eyewitness,
munity. Three generations operhe saw an airplane flying overChemical
Hutson
ated
In
"backfire."
head and heard a
later became
the report issued by the NTSB. Company, which
the witness said he saw smoking Hutson Company Inc. Hutson
coming from underneath the operated his own company,
He said the engine Hutson Ag Company, a fanning
plane.
appeared to be running at full machinery company with locapower but continued to emit tions
and
Kentucky
in
smoke until it disappeared from Tennessee.
sight.
Hutson is considered to be
"The report said the wreckage
of the most successful full
one
of the aircraft lay at the
dealerships in
approach end of the runway. A line John Deere
post impact fire "consumed the the world.

Beshear appoints donor convicted of
misdemeanor to crime victims board
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Steve Beshear has appointed a campaign
donor convicted in 1990 of misdemeanor attempted jury tampering to two
state boards including one for Kentucky
crime victims.
Beshear appointed James F. Sullivan
to the Crime Victims Compensation
Board and the Board of Claims. The
appointments took effect on July 1. He

Beshea•

III Safety, service
From Front
as well as taking care of
paperwork duties to save fuel.
The move helps to cut gas consumption without sacrificing
public safety.
"We're somewhat limiting
the miles driven per shift, but
we haven't put down any hardand-fast decrees," he said.
The cost of fuel for county
law enforcement and Calloway
County Road Department operations is claiming a much larger
share of the county's $13.3 million budget for 2008-09. Fuel
costs were expected to rise from
$200,000 last year to an estimated $373,000 for 08-09 -almost a 100 percent increase.
County vehicles fuel-up at
the road department garage on
Sycamore Street. Department
vehicles are almost all diesel,
which costs about 20 to 25 percent higher than the price of
gasoline. Road Superintendent
Jodie Brooks says the department is cutting back "anywhere
and everywhere" it can.
-If I've got some place to go
and somebody else is going that
way, we don't take two vehicles," Brooks said.
The county has also cut back
some on roadside mowing, as
long as it does not compromise
safety.
"Right now we're only making one swipe instead of two,
but we're going to start doing
two again pretty soon," he said.
"One swipe cuts it back about
five feet and two cuts it about
10."
The department now has
more fuel efficient vehicles that
can carry a heavier load per tank
of gas, but they only get about 6
miles to a gallon of diesel.
At the Murray Sanitation
Department, Superintendent
Don Rogers says he and dnvers
are doing v.hat they can to

calls

also sits onahe Kentucky Lottery Board.
Beshear spokesman Dick Brown says
the governor was not aware of Sullivan's
misdemeanor conviction. Sullivan and
his wife each donated $2,000 to
Beshear's gubernatorial campaign.
Members of the Crime Victims
Compensation Board are paid $1,500 a
month.

•••

reduce diesel consumption by
cutting back on unnecessary
trips to the Murray Transfer
Station located a couple of miles
west of Stella.
"It has always been a standard practice that when the
trucks got finished at the end of
the day that they would go
immediately to the transfer station, but now we're trying to see
that they don't go to the transfer
station unless they are full," he
said. "Of course on Friday's we
don't want it sitting in a truck
over the weekend. That could
save hopefully one or two trips
per week (per truck)."
Rogers said the department
can't cut hack on routes to save
fuel, but are looking at ways to
be more efficient. "We're trying
to make sure we're not going
back and forth across town
unless we have to, but sometimes of course you've got to if
someone needs a pick-up."
Warm-ups have also been
shortened, particularly in the
summertime when engines
don't get as cold overnight.
"This time of year we can do
that. We make sure you don't
leave your truck running. Turn it
off," he said. "It's been kind of a
habit here. You get here about
IS or 20 minutes early and the
first thing you do is go check
your truck and crank it up, but
this time of year we really don't
need to run it that long."
The beginning of the 200809 school year next month also
means Calloway County and
Murray Independent school districts will soon have to run
diesel-guzzling buses that average 6 to 8 miles per gallon along
stop-and-go pick-up routes hundreds of miles per day to get students to and from classes
Calloway County Schools
usually run about 45 buses per
day. According to Jan Pigg,

financial officer for the district,
$250,409 was allocated to purchase diesel fuel for the 2007-08
school year. The 2008-09 budget, which will be finalized in
September, estimates fuel costs
at $429,490.
"Of course, our priority is to
transport students to and from
school and, so far, the rising
costs have not impacted the
extra-curricular or athletic
trips," Caloway Superintendent
Steve Hoskins said. "But we're
keeping a close watch on the
anticipated increases in fuel
costs during the coming months
and will do our best to provide
our students with the kinds of
important educational travel
experiences that they've had in
past years.According to Mike Johnson,
director of transportation for the
district, the board paid approximately one dollar per gallon less
for diesel in May 2007 than
May 2008.
"When you pump 500 gallons per day of diesel fuel, that
makes a huge impact on your
budget," he said.
Independent
Murray
Schools won't be as adversely
affected with its minimal bus
fleet, shorter driving distance
and smaller student enrollment,
but that doesn't mean they
won't feel some pain. Three
years ago, the annual bill for
fuel was $15,000, which included not only transporting to and
from school, but also band.
sports, educational field trips
and other extracurricular activities.
"This year we've budgeted
$50,000. That's up from
$35,000 last year...about a 40
increase,"
percent
Superintendent Bob Rogers
said. "It's now triple what it was
just three years ago."
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More U.S. troops headed to Afghanistan

Obftuades
Larry Dale (Shooter) Haneline

WASHINGTON (AP)
Pentagon leaders on Wednesday
signaled a surge in U.S. forces in
Afghanistan "sooner rather than
later." a shift that could send
some units there within weeks.
as officials prepare to cut troop
levels in Iraq.
Senior military officials are
looking across the services to
identify snialler units and other
equipment that could be sent to
Afghanistan, according to a
defense official.
Although there are no
brigade-sized units that can be
Donald Ray Lockhart
into
quickly
A graveside sers ice with military honors for Donald Ray deployed
Lockhart was Friday, July II, at 9:30 a.m. at Barrancas National Afghanistan, military leaders
Cemetery, Pensacola, Fla. Oak Lawn Funeral Home, Pensacola, was believe they can find a number
of smaller units such as aviation.
in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Lockhart, 66. Pensacola, Fla., native of Murray. Ky., died engineering and surveillance
troops that can be moved more
Monday, July 7. 2008, at his home.
Born Oct. 28. 1941, in Detroit, Mich.. he was the son of Mary swiftly, said the official, who
requested anonymity because
Elizabeth Lockhart and the late Robert Ray Lockhart.
He was raised in Murray and shortly after graduation. he Mined the discussions are private.
The moves are expected to
the United States Air Force in 1960 and retired as a Staff Master
Sergeant after 21 years as *a Command and Control Superintendent. happen within weeks rather than
After retiring, he moved his family to Pensacola, where he went months, the official said.
The decisions are being made
to work for the FAA and then Civil Service as an Air Traffic
Controller at NAS, Pensacola. He retired in 2004. His hobbies were against the backdrop of shifting
reading, coin collecting, bowling and volunteering with the Civil priorities for the U.S. military.
Pif
and were discussed during a
Air Patrol.
Survivors include his wife, Sandra J. Lockhart; one son, Keith meeting Wednesday of the Joint Some of the reinforcement Afghan police officers sit together as they are expected to go for
Lockhart and wife, Vern Peacock; one daughter. Karen Townley and Chiefs of Staff.
recapturing the village of Wanat in Nuristan Province east of Kabul. Afghanistan this morning.
Military leaders are weighing
husband Jason; two granddaughters, Jennifer and Kate Townley; his
U.S. and Afghan troops have abandoned a remote outpost where militants killed nine American
mother Mary Elizabeth Lockhart, Calvert City, Ky.; one brother. requests from commanders in soldiers earlier this week.
Robert Keith Lockhart and wife, Jennifer; niece, Madeline, Calvert Afghanistan for more troops.
aircraft and other assistance. troops in Iraq. Gates and Mullen months.
mountain border. He said the
City.
And they are trying to determine have repeatedly said they would
"I think we're looking at a key is to further convince the
the right balance between the have to reduce troop levels in variety of options on how to Pakistani government that their
needs of the force in Iraq. versus Iraq before they could dedicate respond here.- Gates said. "I country is also at great risk from
troops in Afghanistan who are more forces to Afghanistan.
will tell you that I have sought the insurgents.
facing a Taliban resurgence.
Gates said it is an exaggerar
Mullen, who was in Iraq last assurances that there will he no
To date, the fight in week, told reporters that he is return to longer-than-12-month lion to say that the border probAfghanistan has taken a back likely to recommend further deployments, so that's not some- lems have escalated into a war
seat to Iraq, which has been the troop reductions there this fall. thing we're considering."
and
Pakistan
between
strategic priority. While Iraq will He said he found that conditions
Also, he said he is not aware Afghanistan. And he also di*
remains the top goal, it now in Iraq had improved more than of any plans to extend the missed as untrue suggestions
appears the military believes
deployments of any U.S. troops that the U.S. is massing troops
WASHINGTON(AP)- The of the flow of militants from there should be a more urgent he expected.
along the border preparing to
there.
currently
say
to
as
far
so
go
won't
"I
Pentagon's top military officer neighboring Pakistan.
emphasis on Afghanistan than that progress in Iraq from a milGates and Mullen also has launch attacks into Pakistan.
Defense Secretary Robert there has been.
said Wednesday that he is likely
His comments came as U.S.
itary perspective has reached a strong words for Pakistan, sayto recommend further troop Gates said Wednesday that offiFaced with an increasingly tipping point or is irreversible- ing Islamabad must do a better troops abandoned a remote outto
ways
cials are looking for
reductions in Iraq this fall.
sophisticated insurgency, particand it is not." Mullen job preventing Taliban and other post in eastern Afghanistan
Adm. Mike Mullen, chair- send additional U.S. troops to ularly along Afghanistan's bor- it has not,
told a Pentagon press confer- insurgents from crossing the where militants killed nine of
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Afghanistan this year.
der with Pakistan, Defense
border into Afghanistan to wage their comrades this week in
For his part. Petraeus remains Secretary Robert Gates said ence.
said that on his recent trip to
attack.
large. coordinated
attacks.
unquestionis
security
"But
lawby
questioned
Iraq. he found conditions had mum. When
Wednesday that sending more ably and remarkably better.
Elsewhere in the frontier region,
from
pressure
of
absence
'The
improved more than he expect- makers in May, he would say troops would have a significant
Indeed, if these trends continue I the Pakistanis. Gates said. is giv- NATO launched artillery anc)
only that he is likely to recom- impact on the violence.
ed.
to be able early this fall ing militants a greater opportu- helicopter strikes in Pakistan. • ;
expect
fall.
the
in
cuts
troop
more
mend
say
to
as
far
so
go
won't
"I
"I think that we are clearly to recommend to the secretary nity to penetrate the porous
be
will
there
believe
do
"I
that progress in Iraq from a milworking very hard to see if there
president further troop
itary perspective has reached a certain assets that, as we are are opportunities to send addi- and the
he said.
tipping point or is irreversible already looking at the picture tional forces sooner rather than reductions,"
The military buildup in Iraq
- it has not, and it is not," right now, we'll be able to rec- later," Gates told Pentagon
r
that began more than 18 months
Mullen told a Pentagon press ommend can be either rede- reporters. But, he added that no
last
the
that
now
ended,
has
ago
the
to
deployed
not
or
ployed
conference.
final decisions or recorrunenda- of the five. additional combat
Protect your home, business, and property with
"But security is unquestion- theater in the fall," he said.
tions have been made.
President
by
in
sent
brigades
Though the troop buildup
a Custom Installed Burglar Alarm System.
ably and remarkably better.
His comments suggested an
left the counIndeed, if these trends continue I ordered last year has ended, acceleration in what had been Bush last year has
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Larry Dille (Shooter) Haneline, 60. Farmington, died Tuesday.
July 15, 2008, at 9:45 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center,
Mayfield.
A retired fanner, he was a 1970 graduate of Murray State
University. He attended Farmington Baptist Church. His father,
Riley (Ben) Haneline, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Lavelle Armstrong Haneline.
Farmington; two aunts, Lucille Haneline, Coldwater community.
and Pauline Lamb, Farmington; several cousins.
A graveside service will be at Salem Cemetery today (Thursday)
at 2 p.m. Rev. Ben Stratton will officiate. In charge of arrangements
is the Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield, where visitation will start at
noon today.
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Scoundrel School
Despite a report by the U.S. Commission on International
Religious Freedom that the Islamic Saudi Academy in
Alexandna. Va., has continued to use textbooks that teach
hatred of everyone not of their specific brand of faith. the
U.S. State Department has yet to act to
close down the school. Officials of the
academy, which has about I.000 students
in pre-kindergarten through grade 12, promised to excise passages in the textbooks
that disparage Jews and Christians, but
according to an examination by The Washington Post for the 2006-2007 school year.
though "much of the controversial material
had been removed, at least one book still
contained passages that extolled jihad and
Cal's
martyrdom, called for victory over one's
Thoughts enemies and said the killing of adulterers
By Cal Thomas and apostates was justified.'
Syndicated
Once again, Islamic Saudi Academy offiColumnist
cials have promised to clean up the text.
There are at least two questions that
should be asked. One: are they telling us the truth this
time? Probably not. Two: why do we allow such schools in
our country when nothing close to a Christian, Jewish or
even secular school would be permitted in Saudi Arabia,
whose government specifically treats as contraband any religious text other than the Koran and prohibits even pnvate
worship of any God but Allah?
Unfortunately, such schools and hate material are not limited to the United States. According to Andrew Cochran.
writing on the blog counterrorism.org. "it appears to be more
of a systemic effort by numerous Muslim educators worldwide to brainwash their children. Textbooks used in Iran
refer to the United States as the 'Great Satan and to Israel
as 'the regime that occupies Jerusalem.' according to a study
released in February by the Center for Monitoring the
Impact of Peace." In a separate statement, the co-authors
write. "The books reveal an uncompromisingly hostile attitude
towards the West, especially the United States and Israel. In
fact, the curriculum's declared goal is to prepare the students
for a global struggle against the West which bears alarniing
Messianic-like features to the point of self-destruction."
This isn't the first time the Saudis have been discovered
brainwashing Muslim youth, writes Cochran: "Last year,
Freedom House's Center for Religious Freedom released a
- report analyzing Saudi Ministry of Education textbooks in
use for elementary and secondary students. The authors
found that the books "(c)ommand Muslims to 'hate' Christians. Jews, 'polytheists' and other 'unbelievers,' including
non-Wahhabi Muslims, though, incongruously, not to treat
them 'unjustly' ... teach that 'Jews and the Christians are
enemies of the (Muslim) believers' and that 'the clash'
between the two realms is perpetual" and "instruct that
'fighting between Muslims and Jews will continue until Judgment Day, and that the Muslims are promised victory over
the Jews in the end.'
The Center for Islamic Pluralism
iwww.islamicpluralism.org), a Web site that bills itself as a
voice of moderate Islam, quotes David D. Aufhauser. a former Treasury Department general counsel, who told a Senate
committee four years ago that estimates of Saudi spending
on these schools worldwide are "north of $75 billion." The
Center says that the money financed construction of thousands of mosques, schools and Islamic centers, the employment of at least 9.000 proselytizers and the printing of millions of books of religious instruction.
In 2006, the noted Islamic scholar. Bernard Lewis, called
Watthabism, the Saudi brand of Islam. "the most radical, the
most violent, the most extreme and fanatical version of
Islam.'
Why should a school funded and controlled by the Saudi
government be expected to modify its beliefs to accommodate Western. Jewish and Christian sensibilities, unless it
might make us lower our guard?
The Center for Islamic Pluralism says Saudi Arabia has a
"pervasive influence on Islamic education in the United
States (that) has led to the development of a new breed of
American: the jihadist."
The $2.2 million lease with Fairfax County, Va., which
allows the school to operate. at least through June 2009.
permits county officials to terminate the lease if the county
board of supervisors determine it necessary for public
"health, safety and welfare."
One would be hard-pressed to find a greater threat to
public health, safety and welfare than this training ground
for a new generation of jihadists. The State Department isn't
known for having a spine in such things. Does Fairfax
County. or will it pretend it can take Saudi money without
suffering consequences?
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Running on Empty
WASHINGTON (AP i —
The nation's leaders are running out of answers to
America's economic crisis.
The Federal Reserve has
no more practical room to
push interest rates lower:
there's only so much taxpayer money for shoring up
housing, and if depositors
lose confidence there's little
officials can do to stop a
run on banks.
President Bush, speaking
from a White House podium.
and Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke, in testimony to a congressional
committee, sought on Tuesday to soothe jittery markets
and reassure Americans that
the U.S. financial system
remains basically sound
despite the current turmoil.
But they both tempered
their remarks with warnings
and expressions of uncertainty.
Bernanke warned that the
U.S. economy faces "numerous difficulties," that the outlook for inflation is unclear
and that "financial markets
and institutions remain under
considerable stress.Bush told a news conference: "The president doesn't
have a magic wand." He
was answering a question
about soaring fuel prices but
his remarks seemed to sum
up the government's overall
predicament.
After years of seeming
tame, inflation is again on
the rise, led by higher food
and fuel costs. But the Fed,
which usually fights inflation
by boosting interest rates.
finds itself unable to use
that weapon any more — it
already has pushed rates
down to 2 percent from 5.25
percent in response to the
housing crisis — without
threatening to undermine an
economy that is either in
recession or growing anemically.
With soaring budget
deficits, swollen from the
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costs of
wars in
Iraq and
Afghanistan
and
increased
spending
on homeland security, there's
only so
much taxWashington payer
money for
Today
bailing out
By Tom Raum failing
Associated
financial
Press Writer
institutions.
Stocks
are in a bear market, and
shares of banks and other
financial companies have
been pounded.
"I fear that we're sitting
on a financial powder keg.Bernanke was told by Sen.
Richard C. Shelby of Alabama. senior Republican on the
Banking Committee.
Mortgage giants Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac hold
or guarantee about half the
home mortgages in the United States. Their stocks have
lost about 80 percent of
their value over the past
year. Over the weekend, the
two were thrown a lifeline
by the Treasury Department
and the Fed. But if investor
jitters prevent them from
being able to sell bonds to
finance new mortgages, it
could have far-reaching economic consequences.
And the risk of runs on
banks is still present,
although minimized by federal deposit insurance on
accounts up to $100,000 and
by other federal safeguards.
Regulators seized IndyMac, a large California-based
savings and loan bank, on
Friday after hundreds of
depositors lined up to withdraw funds at branches. The
bank reopened Monday under
federal control.
Bush counseled calmness.
'I happened to witness a

bank run in Midland. Texas,
one time. I'll never forget
the guy standing in the bank
lobby saying, your deposits
are good. We got you
insured. You don't have to
worry about it if you got
less than $100,000 in the
bank. The problem was, people didn't hear. And there's
a ... nervousness. My hope
is, is that people take a
deep breath and realize that
their deposits are protected
by our government.But nearly $1 billion of
IndyMac's approximately $19
billion in deposits was uninsured. according to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
The administration
unveiled a U.S. rescue plan
for Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, but it has not put a
pricetag on it. Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson said
the administration did not
intend to nationalize the
companies and wanted to
preserve their shareholderowned structure. Still, he
said a regulatory overhaul
was needed.
Congress is also working
on legislation that would
modernize the Federal Housing Administration and create
a new regulator and tighter
controls for Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac.
If the government wound
up taking over the two companies, it would have to
assume more than $5 trillion
in mortgage debt that the
two companies now either
own or back. That would
add to a federal debt fast
approaching the $10 trillion
mark.
Bernanke defended the
Fed's decision to help rescue
Bear Stearns as well as Fannie and Freddie. If problems
aren't contained, they can
ripple throughout the economy. hurting everyone, he
said. "Financial stability is
critical to economic stabiliDavid Jones. an economist

Advisors and a
at
longtime Fed watcher, said
Bernanke's testimony suggested that the Fed's "emphasis
has shifted to financial stability,- perhaps signaling that
it will leave interest rates
unchanged until late 2008.
There are some things
that could be done, but they
may not be politically viable.
Democrats in Congress
want to pass a second economic stimulus package. but
it is being resisted by Bush
and many congressional
Republicans.
House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi has urged Bush to
release oil from the government's Strategic Petroleum
Reserve to knock down
gasoline prices. Bush repeatedly has rejected such calls
to use oil from the reserve.
which holds about 702 million barrels of oil — enough
to replace imports for two
months. The crude oil is
stored in caverns in
Louisiana and Texas. Recently, Bush reluctantly agreed to
halt shipments of about
70,000 barrels of oil a day
into the reserve after Congress directed him to do so.
In any event, voters don't
seem to have much confidence in either Bush or
Congress.
The approval rating of
Congress is down to a new
low of just 18 percent from
23 percent last month,
according to a new AP-Ipsos
poll. Bush's approval is at
28 percent, about even with
the 29 percent rating last
month.
Only 16 percent of those
surveyed thought the country
was moving in the right
direction, a new low as well,
although statistically the
same as last month's 17 percent.
Torn Ratan has covered
national and international
affairs for The Associated
Press since 1973.
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Oil prices
fall $10
in 2 days
NEW YORK (AP) — Oil
pnces settled sharply lower for
the second time in a row
Wednesday, leaving crude more
than $10 cheaper in just two
days of frenzied trading and
prompting speculation that the
hard-charging market may be
running out of steam.
Light. sweet crude for August
delivery fell $4.14 to settle at
$134.60 a barrel on the New
York Mercantile Exchange. after
earlier sinking as low as $132.
The drop follows a $6.44 selloff Tuesday. crude's biggest
since the Gulf War.
The two-day slide of $10.58
a barrel marks a dramatic turnaround in crude prices. which as
recently as Friday traded at
record highs above $147 a barrel. But even with this week's
sell-off, prices remain about 80
percent above where they were a
year ago and up about 40 percent from the start of the year.
Analysts are unsure whether
the drop represents a long-tenn
shift in sentiment or simply a
brief correction to crude's
morthslong bull run. But the
:.ne is prompting
dizzying
market veterans to ask how
much support remains for such
high prices.
"It's a sign that maybe the
bull market is losing strength,"
said Michael Lynch, president of
Strategic Energy & Economic
Research Inc.
Perhaps just as significant as
the declines was the sudden
increase in volatility. Prices
whipsawed by more than $10
Tuesday and $7 Wednesday
ahead of the expiration of
options contracts this week.
"I think anyone you talk to
would have to be surprised by
the magnitude of these huge
price swings. This is extreme
price volatility that no one can
predict,- said Jim Ritterbusch,
president of energy consultancy
Ritterbusch and Associates.
Such large up-and-down swings,
he added, can indicate the market is nearing its top.
Sharply increased crude and
gasoline supplies were the
of
cause
immediate
Wednesday's decline.
The Energy Information
Administration reported that
U.S. crude oil supplies rose by 3
million barrels, or I percent, last
week. That is the opposite of the
3 million barrel draw analysts
surveyed by energy research
firm Platts expected. Gasoline
supplies also leapt unexpectedly.
"The numbers were decidedly bearish on just about all
fronts," Rittethusch said.
Industry observers cautioned
that prices could still bounce
back,just as they have following
large drops in recent weeks.
"I do expect this bubble to
burst. Is this is it? It might be ...
but I'm not ready to say so yet."
analyst and trader Stephen
Schork said.
A number of market participants speculated that at least
some of the week's sell-off was
the result of cash-strapped banks
selling energy contracts to raise
money for other needs.
And widely used computers
programed to sell once prices
fall to certain thresholds can
accelerate declines, much as an
avalanche gains steam the further it slides.
"It absolutely adds a cascading effect." Schork said.
Yet concerns are growing that
high energy prices arc leading to
real shifts in consumer behavior
that could cause demand to
shrivel considerably.
The Labor Department said
consumer prices shot up 1.1 percent last month, the second
fastest pace in 26 years. Rising
energy prices accounted for twothirds of that increase, which
was far worse than expected.
Testifying before Congress
for the second day, Federal
Ben
Chairman
Reserve
Bemanke said central bank policymakers are facing "significant
challenges" in righting the troubled U.S. economy. which is
being buffeted by weak growth
and inflation driven largely by.
rapidly rising food and energy
prices.
"This is clearly a rough
time," Bemanke said. "It is clear
(economic) growth has been
slow and the labor market is
weak. So conditions are tough
on average families."
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Watson awarded Presidential
Scholarship to attend MSU
Dave and Lesa Watson of Murray. She is majonng iii agribusiness economics and Spanish
at Murray State
While in high school, Watson served as treasurer and
secretary for Beta Club and
secretary for Future Educators
of America. She was a member of Pep Club, World Language Club, Kentucky Women
in Agriculture, and the Kentucky Club Lamb Association.
Watson has been in 4-H as
a camp teen counselor and teen
leader. She received the Gold
Award in the National FFA
Sheep Production Contest and
she was the Kentucky FFA
Sheep Impromptu Speaking
State Winner. She received the
4-H Gold Honor for Community Service and the 4H Silver Honor for Communication.
Her senior class elected her
Most Likely to Succeed. Named
to Who's Who Among American High School Students, Watson was also named Rotary Club
Kelsey Watson
Student of the Month and
received multiple National
• - ••
•
•
• . a- • •
Achievement Academy Awards.
Our Registered
The scholarship is known
•
Bridal Couples:
as Murray State's most prestigious scholarship award. The
Cleo Le
four year renewable scholarRE Jonathan King
ship covers the cost of in-state
Meagan Rogers
tuition and fees, semi-private
& Zach Baldwin
room and a 10-meal plan.
•
Tamara Howard
The program. established in
•
& Joshua Lanier
1974, is designed to reward
•
Megan Jones
excellence and enhance the
& Aaron Storey
entire university through the
Whitney Delk
presence of the scholars on cam& Ryan Vonnahme
pus. Presidential Scholars are
automatically admitted into the
Gail Fridy
& Phil Gray
Murray State Honors Program
and are permitted to develop
Kathryn Stalls
less stnictured, more challeng& Kyle Tracy
ing programs of study that will
• Cherie Denise Moore
increase the students' opportu& Mark Fitch
nities for achievement.
Hicks
Brooke
Applicants for the Presiden& O'Shea Hudspeth
tial Award must rank in the
Jennifer Evans
upper seven percent of their
& Drew Henry
•
class and have a minimum
Natalie Elkins
composite ACT score of 29,
& Matt Thorn
or be a National Merit SemiBeth Ann Dunavant
finalist. Recipients must main•
Pounds
Justin
&
' tain a 3.2 GPA while a stu•
•
Christine Myers
dent at Murray State.
& John Taylor
Additional information about
State University can
Murray
Jeffries
Kimberly
•• & Adam Brown
be found online at www .mur•
raystate.edu.
Rebecca Boyd
•
& Edward Baust
•
Tara Evans
•
& Stacy Vincent
Sarah Jane Cunningham
& Jonathan Hedges

Kelsey Watson, a 2008 gradCalloway County High
uate
School, has been awarded the
Presidential Scholarship to
attend Murray State University..
Watson is the daughter of

a

•

Annual sports
physicals to
be given

Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton
Elizabeth Canada
& Ben Brumley

•

•
•

'Bridal'Registry eir- G tr •
•
•

•

•
•

University Square
12th Street • Murray
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5.
Saturday 10-2

•
•

S.
•

Annual sports physicals for
all middle and high school athietes who attend either Murray Independent or Calloway
County Schools will be given
Oil Saturday and again on July
26 from 8 a.m. to noon at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All student athletes must
have a physical consent form
signed by a parent or guardian.
For information call Melissa Ross at 762-1832.

•

ilingHills

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Borkeen
Community
Editor

Shrine Bingo Friday

Murray Shrine Club Shrine Bingo will be each Friday at
6:30 p.m. at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray.

Farmers' Market now open
Jennifer Lynn and Charlotte Breeze

Lynn and Breeze are
speakers at New
Beginnings recently
New Beginnings Support Lawrenceville Correction CenGroup recently heard Jennifer ter in Lawrenceville. Ill.
The NB support group will
Lynn, and her mother. Charlotte Breeze, as they talked meet this Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
about the importance of Chris- for the regular potluck meal
followed by speaker. LaDawn
tian living.
Jennifer spoke specifically Hale. Calloway County Extenon: Building a foundation for sion Agent for Family & ConSexual Purity based on the Bible sumer Sciences here in Murand Discerning God's will for ray. This agency is all about
your life. She shared a favorite Living Well: Eating Right,
quote."A woman's heart should Spending Smart. Enjoying
be so hidden in Christ that a Home, and Sharing Time.
man has to seek God first to Extension Family & Consumer
Sciences makes a difference in
find her."
Ms. Breeze talked about the lives of people. families
exercising prayer and faith in & communities!
For more information or a
the Christian life. She is one
of 12 volunteer chaplains work- ride, call 753-0156.
ing with the staff chaplain at

Collins named to honor's list
and awarded scholarship
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
— Heather Hamilton Collins
has been named to the honor's
list for the spring 2008 semester in the College of business
at Northern Kentucky University, according to Dean John
Beehler.
Collins, a freshman in the
Honors Business program at
NKU. achieved a perfect 4.0
in her second semester, as well
as for her entire freshman year.
As a result of her academic achievements, Collins' presidential scholarship has been
renewed for her sophomore
year and, additionally. she has
been awarded an undergraduate academic housing scholarship for the 2008-2009 school
year.
A 2007 graduate and valedictorian of Calloway County
High School, Collins is pursuing a bachelor's degree with
majors in accounting and
finance and minors in honors
and business administration.
with the intent of receiving a
master's degree in accounting.

*All Trees & Shrubs
* All Giftware
* All Garden Accents
— NEW SHIPMENTS —
*Perennial Hibiscus
*Crapemyrtles
"64Caci, Ce.-tvitei/Kew,"fifteeee"
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. 5 p.m.

Barnett reunion Saturday

The reunion of the family of John and Pocahuntas Barnett
will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel Com:munity Center, Flazei. A basket dinner will be served. All rel:
atives and friends are invited. For more information call Bert
Junior Garland at 753-1915.

Mt. Zion Cemetery plans meeting

Mt. Zion Cemetery will have its annual homecoming on
Saturday at 8:30 a.m. at the cemetery on Doores Road. If
unable to attend please send donations for the maintenance to
Evelyn Tucker, 2521 Potts Rd.. Kirksey, KY 42054.

Eastern Star plans fish fry

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
have a fund-raising fish fry on Saturday from 4 to 7 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall. Donations of $6 per person will be accepted. The public is invited.

Calloway Band plans car wash

Calloway County Laker Band will have a car wash on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Backyard Burger and Ryan's
in order to raise money for percussion and color guard equip-.
ment. Donations will be appreciated.

on
MHS Soccer team plans promoti
will have

a cite
Murray High School Lady Soccer Team
wash on Saturday from 10 a.m, to noon at Pizza Hut parking
lot at North 12th and Chestnut Streets. Donations will be
accepted.

MMS Band plans promotion

Murray Middle School Band will have a car wash to raise
funds to help pay for special instruction on Saturday from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Captain D's.

Hopkins reunion Sunday

The reunion of the family of Stanley Hopkins will be Sun;.
day at the Hardin Senior Citizens Center, Hardin. A potluck
meal will be served at 1 p.m.

Tiger Classic on Friday

The second annual Tiger Classic 3-Man Golf Scramble will
be Friday at I p.m. at the Murray Country Club. Proceeds will
benefit Murray High School Boys and Girls Golf Teams. For
more information contact Brad Clendenan at 753-9430.

'Summer-in-the-Park' plans show

Heather H. Collins
Collins is the daughter of
It. Col. Wendy S. Collins,
USAF NC (ret.) of Murray and
the granddaughter of Lt. Col.
William B. Collins Jr., USAFR
(ret.) and Annabelle Collins of
Crestview Hills. and the late
Helen Hamilton Collins.

CD.

a lifts

0 OFF

Farmers' Market will be open on Tuesdays awl Saturdays
from 7 a.m. to I p.m. at the Calloway County Fair Grounds.
Ky. 121 North. Featured will be a large variety of product!s
from locally grown and harvested.

The Grace Abound Quartet composed of Charles Ross,
Tiffany Hill. Blake Stanfill and Rick Finney will perform at
Park
State
Landing
Paris
at
"Summer-in-the-Park"
amphitheater/large shelter area Saturday from 7:30 to 9:30.
There is no admission charge.

Coon club sets hunt dates

'Twin Lakes Coon Club at Hardin will have youth hunts on
Fnday, July 18, Saturday, Aug. 23. Friday. Sept. 26, and finals
on Friday. Oct. 10. These hunts are open to area youth :11
years old and young. Cast winners will receive a ribbon and
the highest-scoring dog of each hunt will get a trophy. A hot
dog roast will be at each hunt. For information call Grant
Black at 437-4850.

WKREIA will meet tonight

maturing?

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

20

Movies in Park Friday

Ilarycst Land Ministries International will
show a movie, "Straight From the Heart"
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the amphitheater A
Murray Central Park. Refreshments will be served and drawings for giveaways will be held. For information call the church
at 759-5107.

arsegy

•

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 at
Goshen tnited Methodist Church, 4726
Ky. 121 North at Stella community.
Featured will be April Arnold and Ron
Lovvern and Grandpa's Legacy. Items will
be taken for Need Line.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound Ca hotmail.com

Call today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings plans - a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World.
•Competitive interest rates
*Earnings compound tax deferred
•No taxes until withdrawal
The rate' interest rate' for July is 4.4%
firs rate wanes monthly bur is guaranteed to never be less the
!nquire abotr loft -In rater, for 5 years
Barry Newsome
Sheila Crouse
Field Representative Field Representative
270-753-3422
270-753-4741
slicrouseewoodrnen.com beneorsomettivcodmen.com

N".
WOODME
of
thrWORID

Woucer.ret ol the Nee.15.Awe

t
,

Western Kentucky Real Estate Investment Association, "Cif
WKREIA. will meet tonight at 7:30 at Barkley lecture roont
3rd floor, MSU campus. The public is invited to attend. '

Twin Lakes car club to meet
Twin Lakes Region. Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting tonight at 6 at Majestilt
Steak House. Draffenville.. The club is open to anyone wits
an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are welcome. Fqii
information contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ric;
gley at 753-1829.
•

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital wiIJ
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screening,
today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Office Depot, Murray.
•
Announcing...

Heather McCarver
is at

Hair Tek
Callfor all your hair care
and nail needs.
602 S. 6th St.. Maytte4d, KY 42066
!Located dorectly behnd The Clothes Doctor.

242 WOW R-6 06

270-251-3292
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Book signing will be Saturday at New Life book store

1 hursday. July 17. 2008 • 7..

Murray Ledger & 'flines

tor Mays have adapted this iiitAing Easter story to bring this
nchly illustrated book to share
with your family year after
year. The book was released
in April.
Also on display on Saturday at the New Life store 'sill
be some oil paintings of the
illustrations.
Gough lives in a log house
on a small farm near Sedalia.
She spent 17 years as a children's librarian promoting the
love of reading. She now works
in the Life Enrichment Department of a local skilled nursing facility.
Mays is a self-taught artist
who lives in Wingo with her
husband, Kent. Her award-winning work has appeared in
many exhibitions and competitions. Along with a fellow
artist, she teaches workshops
to share her love of art.

Brenda Gough of Sedalia,
atithoi. and Ma!intl.:. Mays of
Wingo, illustrator, for the book,
-The Legend of the Dogwood,"
will be present for a book signing on Saturday from II a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the New Life
Chnstian Book Store, located
on the west side of Murray
Courtsquare.
The women spent 18 months
researching for the writing and
illustrating of the book.
"According to a legend
known throughout the south,
the slight dogwood tree once
grew as mighty as the oak.
When the Romans used the
dogwood to form the cross
used to crucify Jesus, He forgave the remorseful tree and
decreed that it would never
grow large enough to be used
in such a way again," is printed on the book.
Author Gough and illustra-

Garden
Department
has tour and
luncheon
Members and guests of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club met at
Dumplin's for a luncheon meetmg.
A business meeting was conducted.
Later the group toured the
home and yard of Jim and
Nancy McMinn at Main and
Eighth Streets, Murray.
Present were Judy Kelso.
Margaret Taylor, Martha Joiner. Rosanna Miller, Pati
Harrington,
Williams, Pat
Nancy
Nieschlag,
Peggy
McMinn. Dee Morgan, Beverly Warren, Sue Hicks. Joanna
Adams, Carol Wimberly, Vicki
Lash and Wilma Wilson.

Summer Projects scheduled at
Fort Donelson Battleground

DOVER. Tenn. — Funding
provided by the National Park
Service Centennial, 2007-2016,
seasonal employee hinng initiative and other project funds
received have allowed the park
to begin a very ambitious schedule to rehabilitate grounds and
facilities, provide additional
educational partnerships and
ensure to the greatest extent possible a safe experience for staff
and park visitors.
Park crews, led by a trained
staff arbonst, have begun pruning dead limbs and trimming
trees throughout the park. Several extremely hazardous trees
recognized by the arborist, and
confirmed as dangerous to staff
Photo provioeo
and visitors by experienced staff
Pictured are Malinda Mays. left, illustrator. and Brenda and management. have been
Gough, author, of the book, "The Legend of the Dogwood," identified for removal.
-The park staff is very conwho will be present for the book signing here on Saturday.
siderate of all alternatives to
removing trees from the park."
Superintendent Steven McCoy
stated. "For example, until further planning is conducted to
identify the preferred alternative for earthwork management.
those trees that appear healthy,
pose no safety threats to the
staff or public, and are growing through the earthworks will
remain in place."
Congress has mandated that
preservation of the earthen fortifications for military study is
a primary responsibility for the
park. Large trees growing on
earthworks are a known hazard and their demise can lead
to irreparable damage to the
historic Civil War features.
The park staff has consulted with the Fish and Wildlife
Service in regards to managing for the bald eagles that
have claimed the fort as home.
"Many factors are considered
when conducting any work in
the park. Ultimately, the health
and safety of staff and visiPhoto provided
tors is of utmost concern and
for
Club
Pictured are members and guests of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
our number one priority", stated McCoy.
the luncheon and tour.

A stone base has been built
for a new entrance sign to
comply with NPS standards
and policy and will blend with
the original War Department
stonework from the turn of the
century throughout the park_
New educational "w ay side"
exhibits have been installed
and the park is waiting on
eight original artwork exhibits
to arrive for placement.
Soon,construction will begin
on two major projects. A covered pavilion adjacent to the
park's visitor center will be built
for use as a place to gather
for a picnic lunch and to accommodate Parks As Classrooms
programs and school visits. New
restrooms will be constructed
at the Fort Donelson picnic
area adjacent to the river to
replace the old, inaccessible
mstrooms.
Civil War era fencing and
gates are being installed at
locations to increase security
and provide additional protection to park resources. McCoy
stated that "the increase in
theft, and intensity of unsafe
and illegal activity experienced
over the recent years has forced
my hand to stop ignorirg this
behavior. The staff and public
expect that we will preserve
and protect these resources and
ensure their safety and wellbeing. Anything less is fraud
on an unsuspecting public."
Many additional activities
will be occurring throughout
the park including replacement
of water and sewer lines,
repaving of parking areas, and
of course the routine mowing
and trimming to maintain the
road shoulders and national
cemetery.
Visit the park's website,
www.nps.gov/fodo. for an entire
list of Ranger Programs and
park events for summer 2008.
For more information about
the summer projects, contact the
park at 931-232-5348 or 5706.

Bogal-Allbritten presented
prize at Swarthmore College
SWARTHMORE, Pa. — original essay on any topic in
Elizabeh Bogal-Allbatten is the Asian Studies.
Bogal-Allbntten received ...ae
2009 recipient of the Alice L.
Crossley Prize at Swarthmore award for her paper. "Narrative Internal and External
College.
The prize is awarded annu- Worlds: A Framework for the
ally to the student who, in the (Films of Wong kar-wai."
Bogal-Allbritten. a 2005
opinion of the Asian Studies
committee, submits the best graduate of Murray High
School, is a senior at Swarthmore College and is majoring
in Linguistics and Chinese.

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916
LEIN.IltX TIMES
1••••••
•••

.
ion are invited to a Gospel Meeting!
Homecoming

BETHLEHEM
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10215 Shads. Grove Road • Buchanan. TN 38222

July 20th - 23rd, 2008

Photo provided

the
NEW OFFICERS: Oneida Boyd, left, past president of the Murray Woman's Club, installed
new officers for the Theta Department of MWC for the coming year. They are, from left, Wilma
Harper,
Beatty standing in for Rebecca Rutledge. chairman; Mary Lawson, secretary: Ginny
vice chairman: ar.J Sylvia Puckett, treasurer.

Speaker - Lexie B. Ray
Bogal-Allbritten

MHS Class of 1978 plans 30-year old reunion
Murray High School Class
of 1978 has made plans for
its 30-year reunion to be held
Saturday. July 26. at Lake

I

Barkley State Park. Planned is
a golf scramble at Lake Barkley
Golf Course with tee times starting at 9:50 a.m.

The dinner and reunion will
he at 6:30 p.m, at the park
dining room.
All class members are urged

to attend or provide updated
information by e-mail to
tressa.ross@mun-aystate.edu

Song Leader - Alan Adamisin
Sunday -- 11 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Monday - Wednesday
Pot lurk dinner Sunday after .verrices!

A TASTE OF CUBA
DINNER CLUB
sponsored by

Victor's Sandwiches
Saturday, July 19th
By Reservation Only

2 for $25
Ifyou can't go to the Caribbean, let the Caribbean come to you.

For Reservations
Can 761-CUBA
(2822)
11,

1301 Main Street • Murray

Weacling Registry'
Abby Abernathy & Josh Sykes
Amanda Olsen & Josh Schecter
Laken Ray & Jacob Falwell
Shereen Stockham & Justin Moms
Erin Strader & Trent Garland
Tara Evans & Stacy Vincent
Natalie Elkins & Matt Thorn
Amber Hudson & Cody Gibbs

Bohy Regis-try
Kennette & Chris
Jones
Jessica & Matthew
Morns
Tonya & Justin
Morton

Shauna Abbott &
Matthew McNutt
Reigh Hams & Will Kemp
Garland
Chris
Shanna Crouch &
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Saturday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

L_Corner of 12th Street & Sycamore • 753-9229

NA • Thursda,. Jiils 17, 2008
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Comedian Carrington to
perform at Carson Center,
PADUCAH. Ky — Rodney
Carnngton has built a cult following with his no-holds barred
stand-up that includes comedy
and music about the funny side
of redneck lifestyles.
Carrington gained massive
exposure from his appearances
on syndicated morning radio
shows like "Bob and Tom- and
"John Boy and Billy.- His latest
the
album.
"King
of

Mountains," is his first album of
new matenal in more than four
years. The album was followed
by a Comedy ('entrdl special.
his first DVD. "Rodney
Carrington Live at the Majestic
Theatre- and a book. "Coming
Clean.He will be at the Carson
Center. Thursday. Nov. 13, at 7
p.m.
Tickets go on sale Friday at

10 a.m. and are
available at the
Carson Center
Box
Office
where they can
he charged by
Or
phone
ordered online
at www.thecar•
soncenterorg
Cartingtet..:
This show is
for mature audiences

Photo provide('

Participating studeots, from left, were (front row): Marisa Todd, Graham Gibson and Etta
Danielson: (middle row): Kess Kelly, Amanda Adcox, Anna Cate Brown and Hannah Gibson.
(back row): Lauren Gibson Hailey Dean, Rebecca Raj, Alison Inman, Nathan Gibson, and
Julie and Jake Thiede. Absent from the picture were Daniel and Patrick Hughes. Aiex and
Dillon Ward: and graduating senior Beth Lee of Paris, Tenn.

Local Suzuki students present recital
The piano students of
Margaret Wilkins, local Suzuki
piano teacher, recently presented their annual recital program
in Farrell Recital Hall at Murray
State. Repertoire from the four
periods of musical history, were
featured and special recognition
was given for student accomplishments during the year.
Alison Inman received the
International Sonatina Award for
having performed 15 memorized movements of sonatinas
for a judge in the recent
American College of Musicians
National Guild of Piano
Teachers _Auditions held at
MSU. Lauren Gibson received a
special pin and trophy for having prepared a memorized 10-15
NationaUlntemational
piece
program for 10 consecutive
years in the Guild auditions.
Other Guild participants with
10 piece National programs this
year were Anna Cate Brown,
Etta Danielson. Graham and
Hannah Gibson, Kess Kelly.
Julie Thiede. Marisa Todd, Jake

Thiede. Rebecca Raj, Beth Lee. ( Superiori and to both Nate
Nathan Gibson, Daniel Hughes Gibson and Jake Thiede
in the KMTA
and Patrick Hughes, and Hailey (Excellent
Dean with a four piece program. Keyboard Festival: to Marisa
Special recognition also went Todd. and Hannah, Graham and
to Graham and Hannah Gibson Nate Gibson for Superior ratings
Kentucky
Baptist
who were two of six students in the
Festival; to
selected by judges at the KMT.A Convention Hymn
Danielson, Alison Inman.
Student Workshop to participate Etta
Kess Kelly. Rebecca Raj, Marisa
in the SW recital at the
Todd and Jake and Julie Thiede
Music Teachers
Kentucky
who performed in the Murray
Conference at Campbellsville
Music Teachers Spring Recital;
University in October. Other
and to Kess Kelly. Marisa Todd
participants receiving certifiand Alison Inman for receiving
cates from the workshop were
the Seal of Excellence in the
and
Danielson,
Julie
Thiede
Etta
Murray Music Teachers Sonata
Todd
(Honorable
Marisa
Saturday.
Mention).
Special recital awards were
Lauren and Nate Gibson. given to two graduating seniors
AlirOn Inman. and Jake and on the program. Halley Dean
Jonny Thiede received special received the Outstanding Senior
medals for performing in the Award for her example of dediMusic Teachers National Studio cation to her piano studies and a
Festival. Mison Inman, Marisa model of participation in events
Todd and Jake and
Atowsliew the years. Lauren
also pc:foamed in
the Virtuoso A
Maisie'Teachers
er superlative
Honors Recital.
achievements in performances
Special recognition for other and exceptional progress in all
events went to Lauren Gibson areas of piano study.

Photo provided

SPRING CREEK CONCERT: Students and friends of music instructor Gunny Ottway gave an
evening concert at Spring Creek Health Care. The musical selections included sing-alcngs and
rywental solos performed on_viglins, guitars, mandolins and banjo. A large crowd came to
--ifte children and adults. Pictured are-htit,t row, left to right, Victoria Waggoner, Coleman
Austin, Jon Waggoner, second row, Olivia Baron, Lily Swain, Hannah Gibson, Sydney Russell,
Peyton Maness, Keaton Curd, third row. Taylen Henry, Jane Triplett. Brendan Maness. back,
row, Ottway, Phil Burt, Dennis Woods, Ronnie Fox, and Amy Maness.

,tr

VeggieTales'

The Pirates
Who Don't Do
Anything
are pulling into port for
an amazing week of
VBSI Join us for an
unforgettable Bible-learning

adventure!

GRAND OPENING - THIS FRIDAY 6PM-8PM
Open house dates:
• Saturday & Sunday, July 19-20 & 26-27 Noon - 5:00 p.m.
Monday. July 28 - Friday. Aug 1 Noon - 9:00 p,m.

VeggieTales
Vacation Bible School
at
First Christian Church
Setting Sail
July 21-25, 2008
9 a.m. to 12 Noon

Regitter for a FREE chance to win.a 10,000 shopping spree at
Fleming Furniture or Ashley Furniture HomeStore
just for visiting the home!
Reserve your ticket by July 18th
to be eligible for the bonus prize
FREE Gas for a Year!
A limited number of tickets are available
at US Bank, Regions Bank, Carlisle County
Farm Bureau & at the home!

Special thanks to Regions Bank, US Bank, The Carlisle Co. Farm Bureau.& ESA

For more information, call 753-3824
or email TomgFCCMurray.com
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BRITISH OPEN

The door is open
DESPITE SORE
WRIST, HARRINGTON
HOLDING UP WELL

PETER MORRISON AP

Padraig Harrington lines up to putt on the No 4 green during
the first round of the British Open Golf championship at the
Royal Birkdale golf course in Southport. England, Thursday.

TRIPLE-A
ALL-STAR GAME

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP National Writer
SOUTHPORT, England (AP) — Forget
the leaderboard. The whipping wind and
soaking rain were getting the best of everyone at Royal Birkdale.
The British Open got off to a cold, soggy
start Thursday. with storms rolling off the
Irish Sea turning the historic links course
into a house of horrors.
Phil Mickelson lost a ball in the tangly
rough. Sandy Lyle quit after 10 holes. Vijay
Singh was 10 over through II holes.
Tiger Woods couldn't have picked a bet-

ter time to miss his first major since 1996.
He was back home in the States, all warm
and comfy as he recovered from knee surgery.
Certainly. Kenny Perry must have been
chuckling to himself after taking all that
grief for deciding to skip the oldest of the
majors because he didn't think it suited his
game.
"It got to the point where you just don't
care," moaned Pat Perez, who shot a 12-over
82."Now I know why Kenny stayed home."
Nearly six hours after Craig Parry hit the
opening shot of the tournament, only one
player was in the red: two-time U.S. Open
winner Retief Goosen at I under. No one
else was better than I over, and some scores
were really ugly.
Four of the first nine players to finish
shot higher than 80. The average score at

midday
nearly 79. The leader in the
clubhouse Was Australia's Brendan Jones
with a 74.
"Par is irrelevant on a day like this." said
Parry, who struggled to a 77. "You can only
laugh and take it on the chin. The golf
course is going to win."
Perez awoke at 3:30 a.m, to get in a
workout. He knew right away that it wasn't
going to be a very pleasant round.
"It was raining and howling," he recalled.
"I said. 'This is going to be some kind of
day."
Despite a sore wrist, Padraig Harrington
gut off to a promising start in defense of his
win last year at Carnoustie. The Irishman,
who wasn't even sure he'd be able to tee off,
was 2 over with four holes to play — good
enough for a spot on the leaderboard in bru•See BRMSH,28

PREP FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

ESPYs

Tiger takes
home three
at ESPN
awards show

Pacific
pops off
in ninth

N.Y. GIANTS,
PARKER ALSO TAKE
HOME AWARDS

PCL RALLIES
FOR 6-5 WIN
OVER IL
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Matt Brown hardly seemed
bothered when the Pacific Coast
League entered the top of the
ninth trailing the International
League by two in the Triple-A
All-Star game.
"Nobody was down, we had
confidence," Brown said. "In
the PCL, two runs is nothing.
Nobody was packing it in."
Instead. Brown and his teammates packed a night's worth of
offense into one inning, scoring
six off the IL's top closer as the
PCL rallied for a 6-5 victory.
"I just didn't want to go out
there and strike out every time,
said Brown, who had two hits
and was the PCL player of the
game.
Brown didn't, but plenty of
others did. The teams combined
for an All-Star record 22 strikeouts, and for eight innings neither team appeared particularly
inspired by playing a few blocks
from the home of the Louisville
Slugger.
Still, the IL seemed to have
things in control after scoring
twice in the bottom of the seventh on Andrew McCutchen's
infield single and a fielder's
choice RBI by Mike Hessman.
:Enter Blaine Neal_ The closer
for the Toledo Mud Hens, who
will be heading to Beijing as a
member of Team USA next
month, has convened an ILleading 23 saves this year. Yet he
stinggled against the PCL's best.
"I told my guys.'Blaine Neal
will come right at you,— said Pat
Listach, who managed the PCL
and the Iowa Cubs. "Our guys
put a lot of good at-bats against
hitt. They were solid."
:Nick Stavinoha led off for the
PCL with a hit, then scored three
batters later on a single by Jamie
D'Antona. A single by Brown
tied the game, and Mark
Sarcomanno gave the PCL the
lead on a single up the middle.
"I think we were all out there
having some fun," Saccomanno
said. "We waited eight innings
and didn't give the fans anything. We turned it on in the
ninth inning. Both teams kind of
turned it up."
By the time A.J. Ellis, a
catcher for the Las Vegas 51s
playing an hour from his hometown of Lexington. Ky., hit a
double to center, it appeared to
be more than enough for the
PCL.
"It takes a lot to do what we
did, to get six runs like we did,
and we needed every one of
them," Saccomanno said.
The IL rallied for three in the
bottom of the ninth, including a
two-run homer by Chris Carter.
But Luis Pena, who earned the
win, got Jonathan Van Every to
fly out to right to end it.
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Travis Turner, front, makes an announcement Wednesday in front of a camera handled by Edward Egros of WPSD, that the
Calloway County/Murray High School football game will now be part of toe Murray Bank Crosstown Classic. Flanked around
Turner, from left. is Scott Swalls, David Fields, Steve Duncan, Bob Hargrove, Ronnie Gibson, Josh McKee', Brian Wilmurth
and Jeremy Bell.

ame Game
New Name
SEASON OPENER NOW COINED MURRAY BANK CROSSTOWN CLASSIC
By TOMMY DILLARD
manager Scott Swalls said he would prefer
Sports Writer
it remain at Stewart Stadium. In 2007,
The Murray-Calloway County football Murray chose to host the game on campus
rivalry added another notch to its belt at 1}, Holland Field.
Wednesday.
-We're trying to negotiate that right
In June, the homestanding Lakers now," Swells said. "It is each school's
announced they would return this year's choice what's going to happen. Hopefully,
game to Murray State's Roy Stewart Murray High will see the turnout and want
Stadium. Now, the matchup has a catchy to return. But we are involved either way,
billing to go along with its big-time venue as is Murray Bank."
— the Murray Bank Crosstown Classic.
Usually broadcast on WNBS AM-I430,
Coaches and administrators from both the game will hit the airwaves on the
schools gathered with officals from 100,000-watt Froggy for the first time this
Murray Bank and the Froggy 103.7 radio year. Murray duo Travis Turner and
station Wednesday morning to announce a Jeremy Bell will handle play-by-play and
three-year partnership which grants spon- analysis.
sorship rights and allows the game to be
"In my first yeat as general manager. I
broadcast live over FM radio waves.
noticed there was a lot of excitement
It's the first such deal of its kind for the between the two schools," Swells said.
rivalry, which dates back to 1979.
"We were tossing around the idea of putAdditionally, the Murray Bank will ting the game on Froggy this year and we
donate $2,500 per year to each school's thought, well, each school is struggling
athletic fund in return for naming rights to financially, so let's find a way for them to
the game, which will be played on Aug. 29. make some money out of this."
Swalls pitched the idea to Murray Bank
"Obviously we want to support the
community and support the local schools." first, and received a positive response. He
said Ronnie Gibson, president and CEO at then contacted both schools' athletic direcMurray Bank. "And I can't think of a bet- tors, who agreed to go forward with the
ter way to do that than to attach our name deal.
"The Murray-Calloway County football
to something like this, especially with the
game has always been a great atmosphere
money going to both schools."
Gibson said he hopes to continue spon- and a great game, so to add this on top of
sorship once the three-year contract is up. it is just going to make it that much better,"
It isn't clear where the game will be Laker head coach and athletic director Josh
played in 2009, though Froggy general McKee! said.

I
I

Obviously we want to support the
community and support the local schools.
... I can't think of a better way to do that
than to attach our name to someCling like this, especially with the
money going to both schools.

PP

— Ronnie Gibson
President and CEO of array Bank
Calloway's 27-21 victory in last season's game tied the series at 13 wins a
piece. Should the Lakers win this year.
they'll enjoy their first-ever advantage in
the rivalry.
The two schools may also have the
chance to compete for a traveling trophy.
Gibson said. Officials from Murray Bank
and Froggy are currently in discussion
with school officials to determine a design
for the trophy.
Both the Tigers and Lakers began practice last week, but neither will don full
pads until August 1, giving them almost
exactly one month to prepare before taking
the field for the Crosstown Classic.
"I'm so excited that the Murray Bank is
doing this.- first-year Murray head coach
Steve Duncan said. "This is the first citycounty rivalry that I've been a part of that
I've seen a sponsorship like this. I know
we can use the money and I know
Calloway can too."

By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AI)) —
Tiger Woods won three trophies
at the ESPY Awards on
Wednesday night, including his
fifth male athlete of the year
award, giving him a career-leading 21 wins in the show's 16year history.
Woods surpassed retired
cyclist Lance Armstrong for
most wins as male athlete. He
earned his fourth consecutive
ESPY for best golfer and won
best championship performance
for his playoff victory at the
U.S. Open on a bad left knee.
Woods is at home in Florida
recuperating from last month's
knee surgery, causing him to
miss this week's British Open
and the rest of the PGA season.
Singer Justin Timberlake, an
avid golfer and Memphis Tigers
fan, hosted the show honoring
the year's best sports moments
and athletes, which moved this
year to the Nokia Theatre downtown. It airs Sunday at 8 p.m. on
ESPN.
Timberlake performed an
original rock opera that showcased his passion for sports. He
repeatedly zinged Los Angeles
Galaxy star David Beckham,
who sat in the front row with his
wife, Victoria.
"Dude, I got to give you
props. Single-handedly you
made soccer in Amenca this
much
more
popular,"
Timberlake said, holding his
thumb and index finger an inch
apart. "I call it soccer because in
America we already have a
game dudes play called football."
The Super Bowl champion
New York Giants tied Woods
with three victories: best game.
best upset and best play, which
was David Tyree's leaping catch
of quarterback Eli Manning's
pass that kept the team's gamewinning drive alive.
Being with his teammates
again had recently retired defensive end Michael Strahan joking
that he's considering a comeback, a la Brett Favre.
"There's mornings I wake up
and I feel like calling the Giants,
especially after watching Brett,
and saying, 'If it's not going to
be a big deal like the Brett Favre
situation. I'd like to come
back." Strahan said backstage.
drawing laughter from his teammates.
"We're having a controversy
in New York. I want my position
back. The gap attack is back." a
smiling Strahan said, exposing
the famous gap in his front teeth.
Candace Parker was a double
winner, earning female athlete
of the year and female college
athlete honors. She led
Tennessee to its second consecutive NCAA national championship before becoming the
•See ESPY,28
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Pelphrey
big
e
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s
Rays, Cub
looking to
rising juniors
hopes for second half for
leadership

By JAY COHEN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Raise your hand if you
had this in your preseason picks.
Evan Longona and the Tampa Bay Rays are
sandwiched between the AL East-leading Boston
Red Sox and New York Yankees and leading the
wild-card race in — gasp! — mid-July. The
Chicago White Sox are on top in the AL Central,
with the big-budget Detroit Tigers in third and
Cleveland languishing in last.
Not one team is above .5(X) in the NL West, and
the St. Louis Cardinals and Florida Marlins have
rmuddled the picture in the Central and East.
Corning off the longest All-Star game in major
;league history, baseball is set up for a second half
that also could provide last weekend drama.
"We would have taken the spot we're in when
the. season started)." said Longoria, whose team
was leading the East before closing the first half
with a season-worst seven-game skid. "We're in a
great position. We just have to get back to what we
were doing."
Longoria and teammates Scott Kazmir and
Dioner Navarro were roundly booed by the
Yankee Stadium crowd before the American
League's 4-3. I5-inning win Tuesday night, signaling Inc previously irrelevant Rays must be
doing something right.
Purged of the Devil. Tampa Bay is just a halfgame behind Boston and 5 1/2 ahead of the
Yankees. The Rays also have the prospects to
acquire another bat before the July 31 non-waiver
trade deadline.
But the AL East race could come down to the
arms. with New York hoping to get injured righthanders Phil Hughes and Chien-Ming Wang back
in time for another nut in the final season at
Yankee Stadium.
!As well as we're going to pitch is how well
our team is going to do," Red Sox captain Jason
Varitek said.
Pitching, as always, is a hot commodity.
The Milwaukee Brewers and Chicago Cubs
acted quickly to secure two of the best antis on the
trade market, setting up a compelling finish in the
suddenly strong NL Central. The Brewers sent
four prospects to the Indians for left-hander CC
Sabathia, sending a jolt through a franchise seeking its first postseason berth since 1982.
"I like our chances," slugger Ryan Braun said.
"Whenever you can get a Cy Young Award winner
and add him to your pitching staff, you're in great

shape.Braun and the Brewers will have to leap over
wild card-leading St Louis to reach the postseason, and the surprising Cardinals were 4 1/2
games back of Central-leading Chicago.
Back again after decades of heartache. Cubs
fans are hoping this is the year their beloved team
wins its first World Series title since 1908.
Chicago rolled to a 37-12 record at a rollicking
Wrigley Field in the first half and acquired righthander Rich Harden from Oakland before the
break.
"Names don't win baseball games for you, production does,- manager Lou Piniella said. "I'll tell
you this, we're going to have our hands full the
rest of the summer. You look at the teams in our
division and all of them have winning records at
home."
Piniella helped skipper the Cubs through firsthalf injuries to ace Carlos Zambrano and All-Star
outfielder Alfonso Soriano, who could be back in
Chicago's potent lineup soon.
They're also having a lot of fun on the South
side of Chicago, where the White Sox were in first
after losing 90 games a year ago.
-I won't say I'm satisfied but I'm happy where
we are for now," manager Ozzie Guillen said. "I'd
rather be here right now in this position than be in
another position"
Guillen's team will be tested over the season's
final months, trying to hold off the plucky Twins
and Tigers.
Minnesota traded ace Johan Santana in the offseason but stayed in the race behind steady AllStars Joe Mauer and Justin Morneau, whose production will be closely watched as the Home Run
Derby champ. Justin Verlander and Detroit are
back on track after an awful start, with the ace
right-hander winning his last five decisions before
the break.
The Los Angeles Angels' six-game lead over
the Oakland Athletics in the AL West was the
biggest lead in baseball at break, but there were
close races in the NL East and West — for very
different reasons.
The uneven Diamondbacks (47-48) were leading the slumping West, followed by the mediocre
Dodgers.
"I knew we were going to be inexperienced, 1
knew we were going through trials of being inconsistent," Los Angeles second basemar. Lit Kent
said. "But I'm grateful that Arizona's going
through the same thing."

•ESPY
From Page 1B
WNBA's No. 1 draft pick and going to the Los
Angeles Sparks.
"I'm just excited I got to meet David
'Beekham," said Parker, who received her trophy
.froni the English superstar. "I grew up playing
"soccer, so I love David Beckham. I was thinking,
'Don't top, don't trip.' He's truly an inspiration."
Tennis players Roger Federer and Maria
Sharapova. along with Woods, boxer Floyd
Mayweather Jr.. NHL star Sidney Crosby and
bowler Norm Duke repeated as winners in their
individual sports categories. Like Woods. Federer
won his category for the fourth straight year.
Texas Rangers outfielder Josh Hamilton was
chosen as comeback of the year. having successfully battled drug addiction to reach the major
-leagues. Tuesday, Hamilton hit a record 28 homers
in the first round of the All-Star Home Run Derby.
Tommie Smith and John Carlos received the
Arthur Ashe Courage Award nearly 40 years after
their black power salute on the medals stand at the
196g Mexico City Olympics.
The track stars bowed their heads and raised
their black-gloved fists toward the sky as the
national anthem played, an action they said represented the struggle for racial equality but got them
kicked out of the games. The Ashe award is given
to individuals whose contributions transcend
sports.
"So many times people have tried to split Mr.
Smith and I up." Carlos told the crowd. "None of
those snipes will ever, ever erase the history that
. Mr. Smith and I have. We are one and we will contine to be one."

By NOAH TRISTER
AP Sports Writer
LITTLE ROCK(AP)— John
Pelphrey joined the teleconierence and was asked for an introduction — a brief summary of
his returning starters.
It didn't take long.
"We don't have a whole lot of
them.- the Arkansas coach said.
The Razorbacks lost six seniors from the team that reached
the NCAA tournament's second
round last season. Arkansas has
made three consecutive NCAA
appearances, but Pelphrey was
focused on the future during his
teleconference
offseason
Wednesday.
Guard Patrick Beverley is the
team's top returning scorer. He
started 33 games last season and
was the only non-senior in the
starting lineup when Arkansas'
season ended with a loss to
North Carolina.
"He's going to have to continue his solid play and even grow
more as a leader." Pelphrey said.
Stefan Welsh split time with
then-senior Gary Ervin at point
guard. Welsh started 21 games
but averaged under 20 minutes.
Ervin was the starter by season's
end.
Welsh. Beverley and forward
Michael Washington will all be
juniors this season, and Pelphrey
is counting on them. The 6-foot10 Washington started nine
games in 2007-08 and showed
flashes of athleticism.
"We're looking forward to
seeing Mike blossom." Pelphrey
said. "He's worked extremely
hard this summer."
Aside from those three juniors, the rest of the team is
unproven. Next season's newcomers might have an immediate
chance to crack the rotation.
Included in that group is Rotnei
Clarke, who set the career high
school scoring record for
Oklahoma.
"It wasn't too long ago that I
Smith noted that he and Carlos have had differing opinions in the ensuing years, but he said, was in the same shoes as them,"
-The important thing about Carlos and Smith is Welsh said.'The difference with
me was. I had five or six upperthe issues are the same about human rights."
Former Buffalo Bills tight end Kevin Everett classmen ... all the way up until
was given the Jimmy V ESPY for Perseverance, last year."
Welsh, an inexperienced
named for the late North Carolina State basketball
player a year ago. now has to
coach Jim Valvano.
Everett sustained what was thought to be a par- become a mentor and a backalyzing spinal cord injury during the 2007 season court leader for a team that lost
opener, but after rehabilitation, he is walking its best big men.
"We might not have more talagain.
"I had to persevere from this injury. It was ent then our team last year as far
tough and I'm real nervous right now," he told the as in the post," Welsh said. "But
is
crowd. "I'm real happy I can be here standing one thing I can rest assured
per100
play
to
going
we're
that
up.
give
never
said
V.
Jimmy
before everybody.
night
That's the main thing I told myself every day lying cent every night, and every
the fans are going to get our best
in the hospital bed"
waver."
The best moment category honored Western effort. That will never
Central
with
along
Tucholsky,
Oregon's Sara
Washington's Mallory Holtman and Liz Wallace.
for their sportsmanship during a Division II softFrom Page 1B
ball game
Tucholsky homered, but missed first base and tal conditions.
Heath Slocum. who traveled
started back to tag it when she collapsed with a
knee injury. Holtman and Wallace, her opponents, across the Atlantic as an alterstunned fans by carrying Tucholsky around the nate with no guarantee he'd get
to play, was rewarded at the last
bases so the three-run homer would count.
The ensuing attention they received has been minute when Japan's Toru
enjoyable. Tucholsky said, but she admitted. Taniguchi of Japan dropped out
with a back injury.
-Tearing your ACL is not fun."
Slocum hastily joined a
Winners in all but the Jimmy V. Arthur Ashe
and comeback categories were determined by group that included 1995 Open
champion John Daly, and was
online fan voting for the fifth consecutive year.

Lovett's
will be

CLOSING
this Friday, July 18th after
51 years in business.
Cecil and the Lovettfamily would like
to say thank you to our customersfor
allowing us to serve you since 1957.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
5/ 40 586
Boston
1.2
55 39 585
Tampa Bay
6
50 45 526
New York
495
48
47
Toronto
9
10
45 48 484
Batemore
Central Division
L Pet GI3
W
54 40 574
Chicago
53 42 558 I 1.2
Minnesota
7
47 47 500
Detroit
12
43 53 448
Kansas City
13
436
53
41
Cleveland
West Division
GB
L PM
W
—
57 38 600
Los Angeles
6
51 4.4 537
Oakland
50 46 521 7 112
Texas
20
389
58
37
Seattle

Thursday's Game
Deem!(Rogeis 6-61 at Baltimore (Olson
6-4) 605 pm
Friday's Games
Oakland (Blanton 5-12) at N V Yankees
(Mussma 11-6) 6 05 p m
Detroit (Galarraga 7-3) at Baltimore
Guthrie 5-7) 605 p.m
Toronto (Burnett 10-8) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 7-6) 610 p.m
Texas (Millwood 6-51 at Minnesota
(Perkins 6-2) 7 lop ti
Kansas City (Greinke 7-5) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehrie 6-8) 7 11 p m
Boston (Buchholz 2-4) at L A Angels
(Lackey 62) 9 05 p m
Cie,eland (Laffey 5-51 at Seattle
liernanoez 6-6) 9 10 p m

National League Standings
en Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct 08
52 44 512
537
1/2
41
51
New York
50 45 526 1 1/2
F loncla
45 50 474 6 12
Atlanta
16
36 60 375
Washington
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
—
57 38 600
Chicago
53 4.3552 412
St Louis
5
52 43 547
Milwaukee
46 50 47911 1,2
Cincinnati
44 50 46812 1/2
Pittsburgh
44 51 463
13
Houston
West Division
W
L Pct oa
47 48 495
—
Arizona
1
46 49 484
Los Angeles
7
40 55.421
San Francisco
12
8
406
39 57
Colorado
10
37 58 389
San Diego

Thursday's Games
N V Mets (J Santana 8-71 at Cincinnati
(Cueto 7-9). 6 10 p m
San Diego (Peavy 7-5) at St Louis
Lohse 11-2) 7 15 P rn
Pittsburgh (Mahoirn 6-5) al Colorado
(Jimenez 4-9) 805 pm
Friday's Games
Philadelphia (Moyer 8-6) at Ronda
(Nolasco 10-4) 6 10 p m
N Y Mets (Maine 8-6) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 7-7) 6 10 p m
Washington (Redding 7-3) at Atlanta
(Jun-lens 9-4) 6 35 p m
Chicago Cubs (Lilly 9-6) at Houston
(Moehler 5-4), 7 05 p m
San Diego (Maddux 3-8) at St Louis
ILooper 9-7), 7 15 pm
Pittsburgh (Snell 3-7) at Colorado
(Busch 2-3). 8 05 p m
L A Dodgers (Kuroda 5-6) al Arizona
IDan's 3-4), 8 40 p m
Milwaukee (Sabathia 2-0) at San
Francisco (Cam 5-7) 9 15 pm

SportsBriefs
Hardin has set the following dates
I/ The Twin Lakes Coon Club inJuly
18; Saturday, Aug. 23: Friday,
for upcoming youth hunts • Fnday,
Sept. 26 and Fndav. Oct. 10 (finals). The hunts are open to area youth
. ld and younger. For more information, contact Grant Black at
ar5s o
3180
177
4

•Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the Center for Health and
Wetness, in conjunction with volunteer physicians and nurses, will be
hosting its annual Free Sports Physicals during the month of July. The
free sports physicals will be held in Outpatient Services on July 19 and
26 from 8 a.m. to noon and are available to all middle and high school
athletes at either Murray City or Calloway County sthool systems. No
pre-registration is required. Be sure to bnng the form provided by your
athletic director. Students must have their guardian's signature on the
KHSAA form to receive the physical. Farms will be available the day cf
tne screening. Contact Melissa Ross, Health Promotions Coordinator at
762-1832 for more inforrnation.
•Murray Middle School football will begin practice on Juiy 21 from
8:30-10:30 a.m, at the MMS fieldhouse. MMS football is open to ali
MMS 7th and 8th grade boys. Participants must have a sports physical
For more information. contact coach David McDowell at 227-3109.
II The Cincinnati Reds will hold a tryout camp at Graves County High
School baseball field on July 23. Registration begins at 9 a.m, and the
tryout starts at 10 a.m. All players ages 16 to 22 are invited to attend. Ali
Legion players must have wntlen permission from their Legion Coach or
Post Commander. All players under the age of 21 must have a wntten
release from a parent or legal guardian accepting "full legal liability" in
order to participate. For more information call Jim Grief at (270) 7448920 or (270) 443-0145.
•The first practice for Calloway County Middle School football will
be on July 24. There will be a parents meeting starting at 6 p.m. and
practice will follow. All players need to have a current sports physical to
participate.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSOIM BY:

•British

..firry

among the early contenders after
he birdied No. 4.
Five-time Open champion
Tom Watson birdied the first
hole to send a roar through the
shivering gallery. But it was a
miserable, short-lived tournament for another former winner.
Lyle, who won the Open at
Royal St. George's in 1985,
pulled out after playing the first
10 holes in an 11-over 49.

Moller

save tiA your dukktrisurc.^.7.-,
contact vs rola*
601 Main Si,• 753-5842

TV, radio
GOLF
3 p.m.
TGC — PGA TOW. U S Bank
Championship first round, at
Milwaukee
SOCCER
7 p.m.
ESPN — MLS, Kansas City at
Columbus
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the test insertion ot their ads for any
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responsible lor only one incorrect
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Appliances
Nome Furnishings
Antiques
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501C3 Christian
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looking for a tax deductible donation of
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land or a building to expand it's
area. Please contact Rev. Michael

make a difference. This long established business needs a good leader and a positive role
model. If you are retired, but not expired and

Richardson at 270-293-5687.
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SWEET CORN
Futrell Farm
1588 Paul Anderson Road
Benton, KY 42025
will begin harvesting on
July 14th (weather permitting).
Has moved to Marshall County
Scott Futrell, Prop.
Phone 703-7033
703-4243 or
354-6351

to inquire.
Open 7.30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

BODACIOUS Sweet
Corn
Ready
$3.00/dozen
this Thursday & Fnday.
Call 767-0285 or 2937917

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn.
be redirected
will
you
to tobnetwort.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. 35 a national
website, not all listings
on the tobrietwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times_ Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.

THE Murray Ledger&
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Trines, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

00 you bye
Lost and Found
Fiest/Ra
• Yound:
"Terner. older dog on
"•••Flob Mason Rd. Call
•-•
.:sand identify. 227-6204
:::•293-9121.
••
-•FOUND. Male Coon
dog'? Light tan, approx.
year old, near
1
Crossland Rd
492-8893
LOST- Camera.
Canon Powershot SD
750. 7,1 MG/ black
case. Kenlake State
Park Marina.lf found,
please call 270-767..;-•924. Reward

a:ADVERTISING sales
..•
reps needed for Loca
Co
Page
Yellow
$28,800 base salary
plus commission e
540.000 + earnings 1st
year. All leads furnished. Full benefit
-package. Call: 270415-4405 ex1.227.
Trash
CALLOWAY
Service now seeking
drivers. 761-3740.
CLASS A CDL dump
truck driver 759-0501.
753-1537

1
OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL
Calloway County Propane
Murray has an opening for
an Office Manager and a
cal position Must have
.a,
.ioodalleLde and Ofhce
work exponent>. Tbe beat
rob you WI ever hive with
excellent pay and benefits
Plea. Cell 12701753-7485
or 1-800-874-4427
err 142 Or email
upgas corn
*serer

worldng

with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL time expen
enced Mechanic needed for Aerial boom lifts,
scissor lifts and construction equipment.
Call 527-9494 for interview.
FULL time Truck Driver
needed to move construction equipment to
tobsites for B&M Aerial
Equipment. inc. Call
527-9494 for inte. new.
experienced
NEED
&
erectors
steel
welders. Murray. KY
area, prevailing wages
apply, iron workers
534.69, labor $25.62,
welders must pass
D1.1 testing
Need superentdent for
metal building crew 5
years asp min
Need expenenced premetal
engineered
installers,
building
metal framing, metal
roofing, shetmetal tnm.
pay based on experience.
Neea certified clano
operator, experienced
in steel erection, prevailing wages apply,
operator $34 60
Mail resumes to: PO
Box 606, Benton. KY
42025 or fax to: 270354-9467
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts Apply in person
205N 12th St.

would like to get back into the game without the
daily stress and live a good lifestyle and receive
an income in excess of $60K a year.

1

Call Charlie for a confidential
Interview at 270-554-4620

Maintenance Technician
Postai:ea Requirements:
We require a person to be mechanically inclined but
with a thorough knowledge of troubleshooting eIec•
tncal distribution systems Day to day demands
change from conducting preventive maintenance.
fixing a forklift to repairing a conveyor system needed for production Our mechanics are instrumental in
the success of our operation, and are involved continuously with the plant leadership to ensurc a smooth
operation and maximize uptime within the facility.

PART time kennel help
to work 20+ hrs week
759-4556

Apply direct at Applegate Insulation
1925 State Route 1241 N.
Hickory. KY 42051

ACTIVITY DIRECTOR- Full time position Must
enjoy working with the elderly. Must have good
organizational and computer skills. Friendly and
able to work with a vanety of groups and
individuals Prefer certified activity director but
will train the right person Apply in person to:
•

I

•

1.

•

•

060
NM Wanted
TRIGG Hospital
Is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
Director of Food and
Nutntional Services
Bachelor's Degree in
Dietetics
Registered Dietitian in
stale of Kentucky
Physical Therapist
Bachelor in Science or
Master in Science
Degree in Physical
Therapy and
Professional Licensure
in Kentucky required
Pharmacy Director
B.S. in Pharmacy from
an accredited College
of Pharmacy
Active license within
state of Kentucky to
practice pharmacy;
annual completion of
C.E.U.'s to maintain
licensure.

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center has a
full-time Registered
Nurse position available for 7pm-7am shift
in the New Beginnings
Birthing Center. Duties
to include care of newborns, labor and delivery and post-partum
patients_ JPMC offers
an excellent benefit
package, competitive
salary with premium
shift and weekend differentials.
Also available is a
full-time days housekeeping position
Duties to include waxrig/buffing floors and
some heavy lifting
Interested candidates
should send resumes
to

SCRAP
CARS

Ii,: 101t.

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

SEND RESUME TO,
Attn: Human
Resources
Tngg County Hospital
P0. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211

Attn: Human
Resources
Department

Applications available
online:
eeterdrigetielottal.ors;

Mayfield, Kentucky
42066

1099 Medical Centel
Circle

(Fax: 270-251-4443)
Equal Opportunity
Employer

EOE MN/F/D
MASONRY Laborers.
must have transportation. Call after 5:00.
489-2790

11!

1,0
Artleies
For Sate

STRUT

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

1.2f0flice Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.6

2001 3 BR, 2 BA, very
nice 16x80-Fleetwood
Eagle. Carnes with 2
decks under pinning
pole
service
and
Asking $18.200
270-970-2812

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience
270- 753-9006.
If you would like a
weekly noose cleaning.references are
available, please call
me (270)767-1636.
Wanted to sit with elderly person around the
Benton Murray Area.
527-4337.
SUPER Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? If so give
Michelle a call Ref.
available
731-336-3891

Local retail business
for sale. Excellent
income for husband &
wife team. !ncludes all
inventory, f&f and
equipment. For more
information call 630561-0203
Page
Yellow
Sales.
Advertising
520.800 base salary
commissions=
plus
$40,000 • earnings 1st
year. All leads furnished Full benefit
package. Call. 270
4154405 ext 227

urco-

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

vegetables.
FRESH
Friday & Saturday,
1200-6:00, At 4-way
stop in Hardin or call
227-2162

GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $0 down.
FREE
for
Call
APPROVAL
731-5134-9429.

FULL-size, chiro-built
pillow top, mattress
and box spnrigs, Brand
New. $300/set.
293-2108.

GAS BUSTER
SCOOTERS
50 CC S900

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection ot HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

3BA
4BR.
Huge
duplex, 2.400sq ft &
garage. Located in
great neighborhood.
References, credit and
criminal check. $900
yr
1
rent+deposit
lease. 1 small inside
or cat only
dog
Available
allowed.
Sept. 1st
270-753-8242

280
&Mk homes For Niinti

Country living at it's
best. 3 BR. 2 BA. Ren
includes utilities $850
mo., $1000 dep. Cal
270-205-6525.

FAMILY relocating to
Murray wants to rent
or rent to own race 341310. 2BA home near
Murray High School,
Call Tim:
270-437-4203

Nouns For Asa
1003 Main St. 2 small
BR, 1 BA, stove, retng
erator. Ref. required
$380 mo. $300 dep.
270-527-3664

LARGE 3BR. 2BA on
court square. Study,
laundry room. storage
room, big living room,
kitchen has new hardwood floors. Includes
all new appliances. lyr
lease 1 mo. deposit.
No pets. Newly constructed. $975 monthly.
&
water
Inciudes
garbage puck-up. 270978-0698.

3 BR, 2 BA, Cili/A,
refrigerator,
stove,
dishwasher, 2 car
page, smoke free, no
inside pets_ $685. 101
E Y Drive, 759-0999.
313R, 1.513A, buittens,
garage and workshop
121 S. Lynnwood.
270 - 7 5 3 - 025 9
Available August 1st
313R. IBA brick house,
3 miles from Murray,
no pets. $525/month.
deposit. Call 753-8848
before 8pm.

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt water
paid, available now, no
pets $260/mo
753-5980

4 miles out. 3 BR, 1.5
BA, large kitchen, dining mom, lawn care
included. No pets
$450 month. 492-8819
270-226-9418.

Wanted to lease or lease to own Noce home
outside of city limits, on at least 1 acre
(preferably more), wah3+bedrooms. 2+baths,
1700+sq It, and garage(siloutbuilding(s).
Excellent references Call 270-293-9800 or
270-293-7511

for
HOUSE
Turner Rd. Gail
436-2359.

I

"

;3,111

Calt 739-4338
Or 753-2350
NORDICTRACK home
gym. Excellent condo
bon. Retails $1.800
asking $600 obo.
293-5408.

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR Apt, some teethes
paid, no pets.
$250/mo. 767-9037

POWER chair $3,000.
video eye 51.500, lift
chair $300. big roll top
desk $800. 436-2392

2 BR duplex, with
C.H.A.C.. carport, all
appliances furnished,
no pets. 436-5960

STRAW for sale
293-1924

2BR duplex, large
rooms, clean, no pets,
w/d hook-up. $435 per
month. $435 deposit. 1
yr. lease. Available
immediately.
227-4037. 761-4861

TOW-DOLLY. See at
Macs Golf Carts. 1209
Story Ave
TREK bicycle, model
4500 hard tail, practe
natty new, computer,
disc brakes. $400 Call
270-753-7078
plus
WEIGHT set
bench, with over 300
pounds of weights
$150 Call
270-753-7078

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

E South 12th St

Nome Furnishings
5 pc. Lazy Boy sectional. Light blue, excellent
condition, $300 firm.
Coffee table & 2 end
tables. $75 firm. Phone
436-5075.

PONTOON trailer 22
ft.. good condition
270-436-2289
Want to buy old crochet patterns.
753-1547

wee.kemmeemer,co.

Hush".

*OM M13 Btfy

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray.

Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-73s5

(423) 593-9399

(270) 7531713 •
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

,

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Cornerstone
Realty st Rental

000 Fairmont 16x80,
3BR, 2 Bath, 2x6
Nails extra nice
.,270)489-2525

200 amp service pole
5275 293-2041

REWARDING Career
Opportundy.
Immediate openings.
Professional sales
posrtion with excellent
income potential kg a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fnnge benefits. Complete training
provided. Bang
resume to: Fleming
Furniture, 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
42071.

120

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Went to Bey

-111009k
Bntthaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for LPN's . We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must b: licensed in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Brathaven of Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 64I S Benton. KY 42025 EOEIAAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

1505 Diuguid Dive • Murray. KY 42071

• 50cc 950 • /50cr /400
WE SERV/CE AND OFFER
PARTS FOR All
0101/k SCOOTERS
12701 836-7398

PART-TIME secretarial/office lob. Must have
computer skills and be
work
to
able
Office
w/Microsort
Word & Excel. Mail
resume to South 641
Water District . PO Box
126 Hazel, KY 42049.

• Electro-Mechanical troubleshooting skills
• PLC diagnostic and troubleshooting experience
• Sense of urgency a MUST
• Ability to work overtime
• Able to work day and or night shift
• MUST have basic set of tools
• Welding Experience
• Bobcat repair a plus
• Spanish Language skills a plus

WE sac FOR 1.ESS

200 ~CV

PART time opening in
resort housekeeping.
Weekends required.
436-2345.

RECEPTIONIST- for
doctor's office. Must
have basic clerical
skills and excellent
personality for dealing
people.
with
Experience helpful, but
will train qualified person. To apply, call 7591116 between the
hours of Sam to epee
Monday-Thursday.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

aggS7ER MOMS

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

I am searching for an experienced Sales
Manager who can hire and train several salespeople I have a beautiful business in Murray.
Kentucky and I need that one person who can

ministry in the Murray Calloway Co.

Louis

260
270
2110
246
300
320
330
340
360
370
350
390
410
425

RETIRED
NOT
EXPIRED
Immediate Opening

Reduce Your Taxes
A

uston

no

430
435
440
445
41,0
455
460
470
400
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490
415
500
510
520
530
SOO
570

Fenn Equipment
Iteevy Freadmare
Spoils Equipment
FInnsood
lame.
Melee morns Lots For Sloe
Mob. Horne* For See
Mob. Homes For Rent
Mob. Komi Lots For Sent
Ware.Rent.*
Aperwrients For Rent
Room FOf Flom
Moue. For Pent
Store. menials
Cornmercim Property
Pas 6 Supplies
Lesstocii I Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lse.

060
iislp Minted

'remote,

'matt

190
116
200
210

Moths
lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley
753-1927
Fax:
•
p.m.
a.m.-5
7:30
-Friday
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday

to.
5 1
4
7
1
81/2
10
9

0100

s-

INDEX
Lapel Noe.
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MeV *saw
Position Mei.
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&seine. Opportunity
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010
020
025
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0110
100
110
120
130
tat.
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160
166
110

Large studio apt.
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street.
$675/mo. Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710.

28R, 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable furnished. $550/month,
no pets 753-2225 Of
759-1509-after 5:00
3 BR house, C.1-1/A 1,
2. & 3 BR Apt
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9698
NEW studio, furnished
dryer, dishtv.
with
water, trash paid. $350
month. 200 deposit
735-4351. 519-0143

A&P Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Airst

Murray

Find out what's
happening
this summer...
I

subscribe to the

LEDGER &TIMES
[

I

Local Mail

I

Home Delivery
3 inn
I3
6los

I

I yr....---.-4105.00

yr. ...-....S110.00

I

Rest of KY/TN
.Mit)ear & Elaahanan)

AU Other Mail
Subscriptions

3 me......._..$70.5I 3

I

-PALM
ins

me.

mo. --$96.00

1 yr.---.$12&00 1
Money Order

Check
Name

I

_

I

St. Address

e
City

-I

I State_
e Davtame Ph.
I

e

Zip_

Mail this coupon with payment to:

The Place to
BABY Grand Piano
black, like new, moving
52,750
must sell
(270)984-8571

WATERFRONT home
for rent. 2 BR, 2 BA,
fully furnished on main
Kentucky
channel
Lake. Hamlin area.
with single slip dock
and year-round water.
annually
Available
$750 a month. Call
436-5091,293-3629.

II ill3,11i %pm Pith lit'

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various Vocations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 38R apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

rent

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1640
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

Ledger & Times,

(2701753-191611

•

I

CLASSIFIEDS

40 • 1 hursday , July 17,2008

PUBLIC AUCTION
y, u v P, IT1. .11 a.m.

atur

At the Dan Nfiller Auction Barn near Lynn Grove, KY.
y. 80 to 121 follow to Hwy. 1836
From Mayfield. KY take H.
follow to auction, signs posted. From Murray, KY take
Hwy.94 west to Lynn Grove, signs posted.
hie tie% wrought lion table with wood top & pedestal v./4 chairs and a nice
.en ing table drop leaf - 4 nice bar stools - nice like new glass top patio table
A 4 shalt's. - nice knee hole desk - maple dining table & chairs - breakfast set
small sewing rocker - ladder back chairs - free standing rattan shelf - quilt
fa. - named pictures - nice frost free retngerator with ice maker - sofa &
,hait - other odd chairs - recliners - coffee & end tables - other lamptables nice table lamps - large post bed - odd sanity & chest - nice queen bedding !sin bed - 3 & 4 drawer chest - Lionel train set -color iv - queen ,:henille
,oniforter by Meredith - nice mirror - baskets - stereo LP & 45 res'ords
s(crow ave - flower arrangement - small trampoline - office chairs & desk
small tables - file cabinet - old steam radiator heaters from the courthouse shop fans - like new S h p rear tine tillers - squirrel cage - San step & extension ladder - pressure canner - canning yars Many more items not listed
including pots & pans small kitchen appliances - clothes dryer - 2 chair hair
dryers - some old glass & china including Amencan Pattern Fostora- 2 like
new adult Murray Milestone Bicycles 21 -speed. like new adult Roadmaster
Mountain climber 10-speed- Weedeater
Auction held rain or shine.
Lunch available • Not responsiblefor accidents
For more information and your auction needs phone
DAN MILLER 4354144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
I
tic-nosed & Bonded in KY & Tenn 01281 Firm
'M1 Service Doesn Icost It Pays-

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY,JULY 19, 2008
9:00 AM

-.3F0

81

12350Str-fli
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-S562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Canter et I2I & Glendale.
IOXIS $25 10z15
(270)436-2524
(2701293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

'

TERMS & CONDITIONS Complete 1.01unefo ia of au..non
Plod*n(ASH. CASHIER'S CHECK. Yt PERSONAL CHECK
*tit, CURRENT BANK I_ETTER OF CREDIT guarteuertny ur,Ir. made to Doug Taylor Auctton Sen,e requare0 I, ALL petato personally lotown ly) the rauuon compan,

1600 Sq. Ft. $1,200 a
month 1701 St At 121
Bypass. 1225 Sq. Ft.
$850 a month. 1625
St. Rt. 121 Bypass.
Days 270-753-2225.
evenings
270-759-1509,
cell 270-227-0836

S

7:61,711V-4-VaING=VONE

reSTATE AUCTION
SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT
Juky 19,Alt 10:00 A.M.
..
"The Lags Plarstsoff litadgere•
,
• laintaitoky Lake - SkaggsO Iteategoky Dawn
At tittle. .mar Cr4114141
Trom Drafferwilis KY Take Hwy MI North 1.7 Mlles To
_relay 1422. Procood East 24 Mass To 9609 Chureh.Tirn
i;".Lort And Proceed NE On Hwy 1052"Utts Boor Hwy" 2.6
•1194sTo WM WM Rood.Then Le On Sparrow Lane.
96 Sparrow Lane, GlIbertsvIne, KY 42044

OFFICE Or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480
40x48,
SHOPS
40'x40, gas heat, insulated.. 12 ft. walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle. Murray. Call
Carlos Black
270-436-2935.
Supplei

3 Bedrooms- 2.5 Baths
Jest Steps Away From The Waters Edge!
rism • Dan ws/Prsaleaa & Slat Sar
p
t=lsom
O Cabinets is
etf
ad Ls
Estry - 1/2 Oath
9 •7 JIladraaaaa & 2 IMOD Omar UMW
ra=firtalif
1 :-foreasied Parole l
Prot* Paha
a •-:
.
ots Of Tress
-Suporalis earzn-ditg
ii.........
ci i:
11111x200 Lat
fla An
;II -.. Imutage Oa Oral NM & Sparrow Ln
‘:bill1 For A Private ItterwIng
Alkyl' Bass 77110; Allerdge OpirmirtimRyt
SEANNLOO Owase. Wino& la le Days

CASH
AMES R.E-5'A1.BP.SE
gy.27042'344661-

C FANCY:Wit

Boxer pups AKC.
shots. wormed. $400.
Males, fawn, black
mask, white markings.
28.
July
Ready
Reserve now.
270-759-1934.
CKC Registered Pug
puppies, shots &
wormed, very cute,
ready now
(731)782-6199
DOG Obedience
436-2858

n
'

porIti•m •

e

Boggess Self Storage
A Better Place To Store'

24/7 Self Storage
5x10 tO 10)(30
Brand New Buildings Completed
Across From National Guard Armory

759-5555
1465 State Route 121 N., Murray
3 Minutes From MSU

NEON IMAM
MINI,ASTORAE31
All Stu Units

Avagabia
*low Have
Climes Contra(

753.311113

J1

Papillon pups $150.
Brussels Gallon pups.
$175. 270-748-5575
puppies
SHIN'TZU
AKC. shots, wormed.
$3004350. 2 boys
ready now. Boys & girls
available August 3rd.
Reserve your baby
now. (270)251-0310
evenings
100
Yard Sok

ANNOUNCEMENTS

YARD SALE
311 OAKDALE
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
Houeshold
furniture, freezer
and various other
household itmes

enclosed traom

MOVING SALE
1213
North 16th St
Apt-E-1
Forrest View
Ants
Saturday
7:00-1:00
Furniture, kitchen
appliances
kitchenwam

Two Party
Yard Sale
Frl 18th, Sat 19th
7:30am - 12noon
139 Metcalf Lane
641N to Coles
Campground, left,
follow elgns.
Lots kids stuff.
ant,ques, tumrture
household, tools,

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1616 RYAN ST
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Household,
dishes, clothes,
pictures, curtains
and much more.

MOVING SALE
1624 Farmer Ave
Friday July 18th
Saturday July 19th
7:00am-2:00pm
Sectional sleeper sofa
*4/recliners, washer P.
dryer. 2 pusn lawn
mowers, bar style
table & chairs, 2
bookshelves, chest of
drawers Above items
available prior to sale
Call (3231578-5556

GARAGE
SALE
2002
LARKSPUR Dr.
Fri & Sat
8am (sharp)
-12 noon
You name it,
I'm probably
selling it

3 Br. 2 Ba, 1.600 sq ft •ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
$53,000
270-240-4834
classified ad in 70
38DFV2 ha bock home Kentucky newspapers
on 7 acres in north for as lithe as $250 with
Calloway, more into at one order, one pay753-2761 293-2819 Of ment For information,
www owners corn/WI contact the ciassified
W7832
department of this
4 BR. 2 BA house, new newspaper or call KPS
furnace, septic, dish- 1-502-223-8821
washer and ulijuty
*Divorce without
15m. south of Murray
$95 Divorce
$98.500 selL$800 mo Children
With
rent 436-2025 evening with children $95
FREE Name change
293-806: iav
documents iwife only)
and mental settlement
Greg Taylor
Fast, easy
Attorney at Law agreement
and professional Cali
Contractt, Deeds
1 -888-789.0198
Titles, Closings
BUILDINGS
761-4558

•-welowir $26 MIG
166 hours) Wyoming
$28- rube $25TIGPipe6G USA $22
Stick Oleo "Fitters'
Instrument Pipe
"tAanne Electnaans" 1615-473-3415
INSTRUCTIONAL
•Amencar Heavy
Equipment Training
Equipment Operator
Classes 866-280-5836
NCCER Accredited
Financing &
Employment
Assistance available
State Training Dollars
Availed. to Qualified
Applicants Train in
Kentucky

•No Seconds No canceled sales nothing but
in
HOUSE and 8 acres
great service & selecGraves Co 3 BR, 2 tion on high quality
new
garage.
BA. 2 car
steel buildings Sentinel
remodeled $129.000 Buildings System 800489-2907
obo (270)
327-0790 ad 26.
www sentirelbuildings c
1 NI \II 1)1 N. 1 1
1)1 III RI I II I' om
greataylorlaw.soin

11,

YARD SALE
FROM ESTATE

More

:401t MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
j41,41414

YARD SALE
1008 Payne St
Friday
7-noon
Baby bed
loveseat piano
infants- juniors
men's & wms xxl,
name brands
Abercrombie,
Hollister etc
charcoal smoker,
households

- KEY MINI

WAREHOUSES

4•

new
Yara sale items Stereo equipment.
porcelain vessel sink, adult clothing, shoes. etc
Antique sale items. Handmade oak kitchen
cabinet, wicker pieces, small tables drop leaf
table lamps. rocking chairs, old pictures good
sofa many small collectibles

20 It

kl I Nil NI,
IIII,Ill 14.11I
1930 A Model Ford trues good)• 1977 Chevy Silvered°
pickup. 305 V8. 85,750 miles (excellent condition) •
4977 Chevy 414 pickup + lots of assorted old car parts
• set of 1931 TN license plates•Gravely walk behind
mower v./attachments + Acetylene torch set •
Craftsman welder New Silver Moon Pans.TN 1/2 galMn stone tug• assorted old glassware•assorted old furniture and pnmitive pieces.old magazines.old children's toys & games. shop & hand tools + lots of old
assorted merchandise from the attic and outbuildings.
several years of collecting
GUNS Remington 742. 30-30 w/scope • S&W Bolt
Action 30-06 Deluxe w/scope + 54 Cal Muzzleloader
pistols Eagle mm 08 pistol•12 ga Single shot• 12
gange Stevens single shot.Browning 20 ga Pump.
Fos Model B double barrel 410 + Savage Deluxe 410
pump vent nb. bolt action • Stevens 311. 410 double
barrel + Parker 10 ga . double hammer.Guild 16 ga
Double hammer.Marlin 20 ga Pump Model 44.
Crescent Anus 410 single barrel Victor Special.
Ithaca 20 ga double SS 449823.Savage Model 30F
4i1) Pump. vented nb. nice • I Manton 10 ga double
with rabbit eat hammers • Browning 22 lever +
Stevens bolt action 410 model 59A. Parker Bisdw..
10 ga double with exposed hammers + Riverside
Arms 12 Ga single barrel + Smith and Wesson Rifle bolt action + Remington Model 7 7nur)-08.Lone
Eagle Pistol lann 08.Savage Fox Model BSE 410
double SaS single truer.Remington Arms 1918 bolt
anon GUNS WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE FOR
VIEWING UNTIL MOFL'9IN0 OF AUCTION
Laheh Available Not Respossibk For Accidents

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
111.Yar[

YARD SLE
602 Main Street
Two sales in one
Antique Items offered Friday evening
6:30-8:30
Yard Sale Saturday 7:00-2:00

117 East `I Drive
Murray, 94E to right
on Oskorest which
runs behind East Y
grocery and len on
East V. second
house on right.
Tburs & Fri 8:30-5:30
Sat 9-2

HENRY, TN - 126 North Maple - Auction
IS In downtown Henry. Signs will be posted.
from the Glean Scott Estate
VEHICLES AND GUNS
WILL SELL AFTER 11:00 h.M.
Visit our webalte: riew.dougthylura

vovvva

I

'ford Silt

Murray Ledger & Times

GARAGE SALE
4015 MURRAY
PARIS ROAD
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
7:00-5:00
Old radio, lamps
straight chairs, salt
& pepper shakers,
microwave cart
and much more.

ii

olos

Treadmill; Girls
clothing 0 - 5T,
women's clothing:
toys, dishes. cd's.
10% of proceeds
go to St. Jude's
Hospital.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

ts ss.i rt41 is error
city sins els otos
12-01-6 1-11(1‘11

*Tired of businesses
that don't work/ 11 you
are financially moevatMURRAY Estates 3 ed, driven & want to
BR, 2.5 BA, large lot excel in life, call 606$239,000. 767-2246.
643-6061. 606-6436062. 606-723-6689
NEW 4 BR, 2 BA, 2
car garage, concrete
BUSINESS
drive 4,000 total sql1
SERVICES
and 2600 living sqft
Attention
Landon Lane
Subdivision
Homeowners" Display
(270)210-3781.
homes wanted for vinyl
MOVING SALE
(270)559-2032.
siding- windows- roofs
505 PINE
Guaranteed Financing
STREET
NEW
construction
No payments until
SATURDAY
home, 3BR. 2BA.
2009
7:00-6:00
Laminate and hie January
starting at
floors, oak cabinets, Payments
Books, clothes,
$99/month Call 1-600small
In
drive
concrete
records, movies,
subdivision south of 251-0843
furniture, cds,
Murray. Buy direct from
FOR SALE
dishes, pots &
owner and save Call
pans, knick
•A New Computer
for appt.
knacks & gas grill.
270-293-6944.
Now!! Brand Name lapNEW construction, 3 tops & desktops Bad
Br, 2 Be, gorgeous or NO credit- No
decorator colors, coun- Problem, Smallest
YARD SALE
Weekly payments avail
ty, 2400 sq ft total.
902 POPLAR
its yours NOW- Call
293-0139.
STREET
800-840-5366
FRIDAY
New 2-4
HELP WANTED
7:004
Bedroom homes
Baby boy clothing,
•A PHAT JOB' NOW
Riverfleld
in
antique rugs,
HIRING 18-24 SHARP
Estates.
lamps, furniture,
ENTHUSIASTIC MOTIJennings
Matt
Wizard of Oz
VATED GUYS & GIRLS
293-7872
collector items,
FREE TO TRAVEL
new home decor.
USA REPRESENTING
baby bed, picture
REDUCED to sell150+ LEADING PUBLI2 homes and ground CATIONS 2 WEEKS
frames.
- central-air- wheel chair PAID TRAINING,
accessible- many
TRANSPORTATION
extras, etc Phone
PROVIDED. RETURN
Real Estate
(270)436-2659
TRIP GUARANTEED.
(270)293-7182
CALL TINA OR JIM
Murray Ledger ai Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
(800)642-6147.
REDUCED!
All real estate advertised heron
LAKE house, Three
sublect to the Federal Fair
*Sullivan University
bedroom 2 bath with
FloutingAct which makes it
(Louisville) seeks fullilkital to advertise ant preferwatergarage,
double
1,111111a
,
MCC., !IMItdt1011 tindI
time third shift
front lot, with trees,
r, rel..
ll4L,
lion hated
Custodian Requires
glom w-A. handicap familia! qa
floating
shed,
storage
Ws Of national Longa or inter,
working knowledge of
boat dock, concrete
non to make any such prefervacuums buffers, and
ences, 0011140On, on deanminaboat ramp.
lion
extractors. Ability to lift
$248,500.00. Call
Slate law, forbid disinnlinaton
753-2905 or 293-8595. 75 pounds. Send
in the sale rental or advern,ing
to Student
ot real cntate bawd Ori lattof,In
SMALL cabin on lake. resume
adtiOlon 01 these protected
Services, 3101
Dr.
Lakeview
705
under federal law
Resort. Bardstown Road.
Buchanan
We will knowinalv accept An,
Newly remodeled, 2 Br, Louisville, KY 40205.
ad,ertisinF tru reafieute %shish
Is not in vuilation bills,' law All 1 BA. 3 lots Owner EDE. No phone calls.
person. Are htretn intorrned
that all dwellings aduertred are must sell. Cali
-Sullivan University
auailable on an Nual °prom,
256-609-0030
(Louisville) seeks

•1.1,1.11.4•i ft

WANTED: Appx. 40
acres, mostly wooded.
roiling, lake or lake
site, public water
preferably with or without house. country
road frontage.
270-354-5526

BUILDING lot for sale
270)210-3781
(270)559-2032

cydse&AWl I
2 Orbit Full Face
Helmets. Yellow, black
& white. 1 medium, 1
small. 2 clear visors
and 2 yellow mirror tint
visors. Paid $150
each. Will sacrifice
both for $150.2
70-227-0067.
Selling your motorcycle or ATV?
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-191h

FOR SALE

Senior Support Analyst
to provide system suppony server development. Requires
Bachelors degree related field, minimum three
years experience,
advanced knowledge of
hardware and operating
systems(MCSE
Certification or equivalent) Send resumes to:
itapplicant@sullivan.ed
u, 3101 Bardstown
Road Louisville, KY
40205. EOE
*Watkins Associates
Needed Flexible hours
Earn $500$1000+/month part
time Start while keeping your current lob No
selling required Free
details www.k738.com
480
Auto Pals

210 S. 11 TH ST
FRIDAY

USED TIRES

AND
8:00-4:00

14 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Clothes dishes,

Call 753-5606

SATURDAY

misc
6 Bedroom.6..5 Bath Home with Indoor Fool &
Gym. 90 acres ± with Horse &Air Equipment
Barn(s) 1250 Old Soldier Creek Road ¶770,000 OR House and 8 acres $5.50,000.
Call inc to discuss the possibilities.

06 Chevy Trailblazer,
4WD,super clean, new
tires. 60k miles, power
windows, doors &
seats $12,500 obo.
752-0572

omas smith
REAL ESTATE SERVICES ow

Karen Stone. Realtor
12701 366-4614

T01),A)
751- 1910

vOnvers - Competitive
Pay. Great Home Time,
Van and Flatbed
Fleets Accepting
Recent Grads 23 YO
lyr OTR. COLA
Smithway Motor
Xpress 888-619-7607
WWW STXC corn

.Dnvers- Home
Weekends, Great Pay,
Company & LIP
Available Paid vacation & premium bene•Can You Dig It/ Heavy fits. CDL-A and 3
Equipment School, 3vek months experience
required. Call
training program.
Backhoes. Bulldozers, (800)441-4271 xKY100
Trackhoes Locai Job
placement asst. Start
•Dnvers- Knight
digging dirt now. 866Transportation362-6497
Indianapolis. IN
Division- Be paid for
'Get Crane Trained!
your experience,
Crane., Heavy Equip
Strong, debt free comTraining. National
pany. Home time,
Certification Prep.
Miles, Money. Medical!
Placement assistance.
Vision/ Dental/ 401K
Financial Assistance
888-346-4639. 4mosi
Georgia School oi
OTR expenence
Construction.
required. Get Qualified
www.Heavy5.com Use
Today.
Code "KYCNI-i" or cal!
1-866-712-7745
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
'Gun Show' July 19-20
Sat 9-5 & Sun 9-4.
Louisville Kentucky
Fair & Expo Center.
Buy. See, Trade into.
(563)927-8176.
Presented by Kenny
Woods Gun Shows,
Inc.
TRAVEL
•DESTIN, FORT WALTON BEACH. SOUTH
WALTON, PANAMA
CITY & PORT ST JOE.
FLORIDA. Best selection of beach cottages,
homes & condos. Online Reservations.
mew Southern Resorts.
com 800.737.2322
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•Attn Dnvers: Home
Weekends! Get Paid
40c per mile. Tarp pay
& 6% bonus! CDL-A &
6 rno flatbed exp.
Req d. WVT 800-2466305
www.wvlonline.com
• G Express Inc is
expanding!! Drivers living in a 50 mile radius
of Louisville, Bowling
Green or Lexington, KY
Call Today for more
information 800-6849140 x2

nits ham..

for turther assistance with lair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NA,', oun•el
Nene l' %lam 17011MS-10M

YARD SALE

Cheek us out
on the Web!

•Dnvers 13 Dnvers
Needed Sign-On
Bonus 35-42 cpm
Earn over $1000 weekly Excellent benefits
Need CDL-A & 3 mos
recent OTR 800-6358669

*ATTEND COLLEGE
Online from home
'Medical 'Business
"Paralegal 'Computers
'Criminal Justice Job
placement assistance
Computer available
Financial Aid if qualified Call 866-858-2121
NNW. CenturaOnline co

books, lots of
1005 Irene Terrace
(between Fairtane
and Circarama)
Friday 18th &
Saturday 19th
8-2;

•Onver- Home
Weekenos! Co Dnvers
Up to 42cpm 0/0's
90(4xn .FSC 1 yr T,'T
Experience Good
MVR, Stable Work
History req Epes
Transport 188814936047 %wen epestransport corn

-CDL Class A&B
Classes Truck Amenca
Training 866-244-3644
Financing &
Employment Assistant
available. State
Training Dollars
Available to Qualified
applicants. Train in
Kentucky.

•Dnvers- We have
Miles & Freight'
Positions available
ASAP' Class-A CDL
waank endorsement
req d Top pay & premium benefits Call 877484-3061 or visit
www oakleytransport c
orn
*Guaranteed Weekly
Settlement Check. Join
Wil-Trans Lease
Operator program Get
the benefits of being a
lease operator without
any of the Risk. 888229-8712. Must be 23.
•Intemational Truck
Dnving School located
in KY now enrolling
students. Class-A CDL
Training. Job
Assistance. Financing
to help everyone Start
working now' Call 888780-5539
*Midwest Owner
Operators Needed!
$1.05 ALL miles.
Generous fuel surcharge. Guaranteed
home weekends.
Permits, fuel taxes
paid. 2500-3000 miles.
Frontier (800)991-6227
•No Truck Dnver
Expenence Needed.
Earn your CDL as you
dnve. Company- paid
dnver training. Work tor
Wil-Trans Trucking and
be OTR in three
weeks. 888-428-6374
Must be 23

'Tennessee Based
Trucking Company
Looking for Owner
Operators & Company
Drivers for Regional
Runs. New Lease
Purchase Program. No
New York City, No
-Delta Career Academy Canada. Great
Hometime. Pay &
Currently Enrolling
Benefits. Call 800-895local students for 16
day Class-A CDL truck 0017.
driver training. $800.
*Want Home Weekly
$850 weekly avg. startwith More Pay/ Run
ing pay 60 Second
Heartland's Ohio
Approvai. 800-883Regional! $ 45/mile
0171
company dnvers $1.32
for operators! 12
*Driver- $5K Sign-On
months OTR required
Bonus for Expenenced
HEARTLAND
Teams Dry Van &
EXPRESS 1-800-441Temp Control Solo
4953 WWI! heartlandexLanes also available
press Corn
0/0s & CDL-A Grads
welcome Call
Covenant (866(6842519 EOE

Sport Mt
Toyota
2005
Highlander
limited,
39,000 miles, front
wheel drive, gold with
leather
seats,
22+MPH, 6 CD player,
Call
$19,000
(270)753-7078

03 Ford Escape 4WD.
sunroof, power windows, doors seats,
billet grill, euro lights.
73k miles $10,500
oho 752-3572
1998 Dodge Durango,
4WD, 15e,000mi, 7
passenger. looks and
nuns great. $3.500
753-0188 or 227-2271.

Dr. says I can't dnee anymore' Must sell my
2001 Lincoln Towricar Excellent condition47 200mi Bluebook values Resale value
$8,675 Trade-in value $6,950 Call 227-7351
Best Offer! Hurry up before I decide to lust
PUSH IT OFF A CLIFF/II

Tlmes

CLASSIFIED

Murray Ledger 4 I ink,

Calhoon Construction,uc

Dnvers
Dias
1yr. T/T
ood
Vork

14115

3)493means-

1VOrS

On
pm.
00 weekonefits
• 3 mos
00-635-

FgE-E-

Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured Estimates

DSO,/ PAINIfING
Restrienttal

Additions Drywall. Palming Windows
Roofing, Decks. Sun Rooms
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

•Cornenercial
isc Is
27.471 226176os

Office 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007 •

JONES ROOFING CO.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND OW
15 Years Experience

ipetitive
me Time,
ad
ing
23 YO.
Or

'

• Tair-Offs
s • New

Roofs inesouv
anir
• Repairs
•Workmanship
Guaranteed

Free
Estimates!\

19-7607

Miaow: 753-0355
Calk 293-0354

71

'eat Pay'

vacan baned3
ience

1 xKY-

ht
1•N
aid for
ce!
fee corn-

Relleetteute
Professional Floor
Maintenance Service
"A Clam Floor Mods ea You"

I
-

270-705-1181

Mayfield, KY 42046

ALEXANDER SEPTIC SERVICE

(270) 753-5983

IMUsed Cars
[

weir
Jeeded.
)1_ as you
soy- paid
g. Work or
JciKing and
iree
428-6374
Based
npany
Nvner
Company
egional
ease
°gram. No
ty. No
at
'ay &
II 800-895Weekly
ay/ Run
phi°
45/mile
ears $1.32
'12
I required.
3
-800-441eartlandex-

ape 4WD
iwer win
s seats
!uro lights
$10,500
72
t Durango,
000mi. 7
looks and
$3,500
227-2271
sell my
;onditionle value
227-7351
le to lust

Mowing, Trimming
and Mulch Hauling
Ask for Mitch
270-227-0906

JOE'S JOBS
A.

7aa-4344 • 22'-tt4.1

91 SUr-

nds.
taxes
000 miles.
1)991-6227

111M .
• hen knike

GOLDEN POND. Ky. Come witness the migration of
Ruby-throated
the
Hummingbird during the annual
Hummingbird Festival Aug. 1-3
at Land Between The Lakes
LBL I National Recreation
Area.
"Hummingbird migration in
this area is at its peak in
‘4,ust,- said Nature Station
Interpreter Aviva Yasgur. -A
large number of hummingbirds
stop here on their journey south
to Mexico and Central America.
It is possible to see up to 200
hummingbirds in a single day
during this time of the year. The
festival is an opportunity to be a
part of this wondrous natural
event.The weekend program starts
Friday morning with Operation
GLOBE
RubyThroat:
Hummingbird Project Training
Workshop. This workshop will
teach and certify you to collect
data about hummingbirds and
share it with scientists across the
GLOBE network. The workshop

1,1111,1
'

iner

ranteed

Do,olos Ifsitos• .sitO,

Hummingbird Festiva! returns to 11.131.'s
Woodlands Nature Station Aug. 1-3

"NI 11,111

9eded!
Iles.

:inancing
'one Start
Call &m-

I Et MilIon(.r.to te
‘Iarble
3301 St. RI 121N.
753-8087
• 2., I
tti,i

I

00 Lexus RX 300
$9.999
Sport
Liberty
02
$8,999
02 Ford F-150 Quad
Cab 4x4 $7,499
99 Blazer $3,999
04 Grand-Am wing
$5.999
89k
Montana
00
$4,999
85k
02 Windstar
$5,499
97 4-Runner $4,999
02 Buick Rendevous
CXL, AWD, leather 61k
$8,399
Will buy your gas
C&K Motors
(270)705-5973-anytime
www.ckmotoisky.com

Truck
64 located
trolling
iss-A CDL

Lai pickups
• Imally 0% ned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

FREE ESTIMATES
240 Mogen Drive
Simi 11141raf • OMNI

Medical/
V 401K.
1. 4mosi
ice
Qualified

Weekly
heck_ Join
ase
gram Get
if being a
without
sk. 888ust be 23.

\\ \(.1 \11 \ I
• *cab, &

Specializing in Ceramic and
Commercial Tile

Me,

have
ht!
ilable
•A CDL
sernent
& premiCall 877visit
ansport.c

270-293-5824

06 PT Cruisier 4cyl ,
4dr, tinted windows,
new Michelin tires,
55,687mi $7.900
731-247-3744
02 Mitsubshi Galant,
silver, PW, PL, cruise,
at, 4 cy1,93,000 miles.
$5,200 utio. 978-0393.
SUPER CLEAN.
2001 Dodge Intrepid,
4-DR. SE. V-6.
293-3515

2007 Chevy Siverado
LTZ-Z-71 All extras
18-MPG, 39,000 miles.
$20,000 or best offer
Bought new last year,
gave $40,000 Call
227-6571 or 489-2676
2005 GMC fullsize
truck V6, LB red
40.xxx. pretty good gas
mileage, $10,000 obo
Call after 5prri.
95 GMC Sierra SLE.
76,000 mi., nice.
$4,950 . Call
227-5497.
Clown
WATERS Edge RV
Park & Manna. Annual
RV sites on the lake
with YFI and cable
Park model cottage on
the lake for sale 270436-5321
www watersedgeky cc

Pontoon boat for sale
293-0392, 759-4687
CHRIS Craft live
aboart houseboat 46
ft. air, heat to 30 below
zero, insulated. Newly
rebuilt twin merk cruise
350 engine and rebuilt
interior with washer,
dryer $35.000 At ship
in New Concord. KY. 1E02-306-7559

WATERS Edge RV
Park & Manna New
covered boat dock.
12x28 slips Yearly
rental 270-436-5321
www watersedgeky.co
or

•
ULM
LAWN SERVICE
mowing, Manicuring,
Landicaping &
Cea4 Vacuuming
Satistgclion gu aaaeeeee

753-1816 227-06.11
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric'
Since I -00,
24 noun SERVICE
Res.. Coin.. t!k Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971"
*Carpets -Upholstery
.Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827
AINIVAL OP
MURRA V
6" Continuous Gutters,
Garage Door ServIco &
Repair
Owner Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

NEED 3 metal roof
installed? Call Damn at
270-752-0414
PROFESSIONAL
mowing & trimming.
Low prices. Free estimates. 978-0207.

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng,
Painting
270- 227-6606
GRAVEL, white rock,
sand delivered.
(270)293-1924

will take place from 8:30 a.m.2:30 p.m. at the Nature Station.
Program has limited space, and
reservations with a $10 per person fee are required.
Join us for a Dinner with the
Hummingbirds at the Nature
Station. Friday evening. from 68 p.m. Bill Hilton Jr., Director of
Hilton Pond Center of Piedmont
Natural History and Operation
RubyThroat will demonstrate
the process of hummingbird
banding. Also, enjoy a catered
dinner as you relax amidst the
gardens and watch these flying
jewels have a feeding frenzy of
their own. Program has limited
space. and reservations with a
$15 per person fee are required.
The main Hummingbird
Festival events take place at the
Nature Station on Saturday.
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and Sunday.
from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. Team up
with Nature Station staff to learn
tips and techniques on hummingbird ecology, as well as
how to help hummingbirds and
other wildlife in your own yard.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, July 18, 2008:
You express unusual creativity
and dynamic energy this year.
Defer to others more often; they
will feel more important and
responsible. When those around
you are equally as responsible.
life becomes easier. Don't interfere with the process. You often
juggle partnerships -- professional and personal. If you are
single, you have a unique charisma that draws many. Take your
time when dating, and don't
allow yourself to be pushed. If
you are attached, let your sweetie have a greater say. He or she
will identify more easily.
Finances play a strong role in
your marriage. AQUARIUS
provokes deep thought.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Push easily comes to
shove. You wonder what you are
doing with such a difficult person. Those in authority could be
touchy as well. You might want
to go off on your own. Otherwise,
take a brush-up course in diplomacy. Tonight: Listen to others.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Easy does it. You might
want to push hard, whether to

(270)804-4411

Our I ustilm< ra

Jr' •i

Spe,ialvang in
rcsh.ngleing and
metal roofing
-rim Becker
12703978-0806
12701382-2028

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
Calloway
WEST
County Development
Track Hoe, Dozer,
Backhoe work. Septic
systems Top soil and
Gravel for sale, delivered. 270-210-3781.
270-559-2032
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

for clues about the habits of
these tiny birds and how to best
meet their habitat needs.
Admission to Hummingbird
Festival 2008 ts $5 for ages 13
and up and $3 for ages 5-12. For
more information or to register
for the I-nday programs, contact
LBL at 270-924-2P20.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org each season.
and throughout the season, for
our Calendar of Events, updates
on programs and policies,. and
temporary trail and road -didsures. Additional LBL infoiiiiition is also available °a:iltir
website or by calling 1-8003LBL-7077 or 924-2000. •Ypii
can find out more about Friiiids
•..
LBL
of
.
www.fnendsoflbl.org.

Iv ille11111111119 meat
complete a project or even win a
game. Relax and enjoy your
leisure time. You don't have to do
what everyone asks. You can
take some personal time.
Tonight: Order in.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You cannot be too careful
handling bills, money and investments. If you can bypass dealing
with funds, you could prevent a
problem -- all the better. If you
cannot, don't make changes
right now, no matter how good it
looks. Tonight: Fun doesn't have
to cost!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Push comes to shove
with others Each person wants
more, as if you are the only person who can give what is
requested. Establish boundaries
or defer this type of interaction
until later. You will be much happier. Tonight: Beam in what you
want.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might want to do less
rather than more. You could find
yourself in a painful conflict if you
aren't careful. Nothing is wrong
with throwing yourself into a project or getting into a good book.
Tonight: Make it relaxing.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Push comes to shove as
you juggle friends and a loved
one. If you are single, you might
meet someone who you would
like to vanish with. Take it one
step at a time If you relax, mixing up your friends with that special loved one might not be hard.

• Houses • Skiing .6-rick
• Gum!". • Indus,
hicl.en Karns
, I um Lquipment
For

QUALITY ROOFING

Children can enjoy participating
in hands-on activities throughout the day. Be sure to bring
your camera to capture a unique
picture.
Bill Hilton Jr. will give upclose demonstrations of hummingbird banding, and talk
about the behavior and migration of the amazing RubyA
throated Hummingbird.
demonstration tent will be set up
for participants who want to
observe and learn about this
important bird study technique.
Hilton will band hummingbirds
weekend.
the
throughout
Visitors can attend his ongoing
demonstrations Saturday 9 a.m.4 p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m.-2
p.m.
Banding is a way of identifying and tracking individual
birds. If a hummingbird is
recaptured at another study site
along its migration route, the leg
band number is recorded and
added to a large database.
Biologists can then look at all
the data collected over the years

Horoscope

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
RETIRED nurse will
cleaning, hauling, etc
care for sick or eiderty.
Insured.
759-1154
436-5141 A-AFFORDAidrioge & PAcCulstor,
ABLE Hauling Clean '
Rooting Co
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.
111+ years sap.
Licensed contractor
ALL Carpentry
Free Estimotiis
Remodeling, additions,
(270)293-4020
decks. home & mobile
(270)293-1924
home repair, water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors. 30
11/111WS
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
mom
753-2353 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
WM ST. PT.
SERVICE .6 PARTS
Full car repair
1270) 293-8726 OR
(270)759-4593
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
THE Murray Ledger &
%STU kl:t
Times considers its
Mitchell Itros. sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Pay ing
Readers using this
1,, JUseart esperietsse
;nformation do so at
759-0501 •
their own risk. Although
persons and compa753-1537
nies mentioned herein
S . are believed to be rep•
R
utable. The Murray
:1' Ledger
& Times, nor
any of its employees
A. !huh,
accept any responsibil114\
ity whatsoever for their
270-753-2279 activities

_Carpet 8 Floors
Over øyt.rs esp.
Saks if Installation
N days same as inch
77
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Give up either-or thinking.
Tonight: Say yes.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Once you get past a
domestic hassle or dealing with
family, life appears a lot easier.
You want to let your hair down
arid allow more fun in. Even a
grumpy fnend or associate lightens up because of you. Tonight:
Kick your heels up.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Clear out meetings early.
You might want to make this an
early day. If you're feeling too
pressured, you are likely (and
well advised) to cocoon.
Establish stronger limits, and
you will feel better. Tonight: A
cozy night at home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You'll accomplish a lot il
you ignore the drama that surrounds you, Pick up the phone
and reach out to others. Make it
a point to touch base with associates. Networking late on Friday
could be a lot of fun. Tonight: Out
and about.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others grab your attention, but focusing on the many
different areas could be tiresome. Clear out what you must,
so that you can enjoy yourself.

Last-minute socializing takes up
your time. Tonight: Stop and buy
a token of affection. It doesn't
need to be costty.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Midday you perk up and
feel rejuvenated. You get a lot
done, and quite quickly at that.
Loosen up when dealing with a
child or loved one. You don t
have to be that dramatic to make
your point. He or she is listening.
Tonight: The game of life.
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20)
*** Know when to back off. If
you can, head home early or call
it an early day. You could be
exhausted by all that swirls
around you. Call a spade a
spade. Remain secure and
direct with a loved one. Tonight:
Get some extra R and R.
BORN TODAY
South African political leader
Nelson Mandela (1919), scholar,
former senator S.I. Rayakawa
(1906), astronaut John Glenn
(1921)
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacqueIlnebigar.com.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

'GOLD
ItY"-YER
ARE BACK THIS
FRIDAY ai SATURDAY
JULY 1.8TH & 19TH-.
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
AT

The Corner 8hoppe
Antiques and Collectibles

:300 Main Street • Highway641South Hazel. Kentucky
Bear is a Great larenees Chow
Choy, mtv, adult, male

Maggie Mae is a Pointer mix,
adult, female

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-ER1. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more intomiation contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter'
at (270) 739-4 1 41

lop PRICES PAID FOR 6001

4,--

NOW BUYING

---Cs

GOLD & SCRAP GOLD
SILVER COINS (1964 & BEFORE)

Go for
the Gold.
GETI_IFAITNY
The Get Healthy Kentucky
Bluegrass State Games has

NfolaidC .
BLUEGRASS
STATE GAMES

a variety of sports to satisfy
For more information visit

your athletic style. Stay and

www.bgsg.org

Play in Kentucky and enjoy
all Kentucky has to offer.

200 East Main Street
Lexington, Kentucky 4050(800)722-2474

leestup
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ken
Elsfelder and Matt Reuter. Dover
Elevator employees. installing an
elevator in the Murray Middle
School cafetena building in order
to bring the school into compliance with the Amencans with
Disabilities Act School starts Aug.
4. The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Sherry Gallirnore of Puryear,
Tenn., and Joanne Hutchison of
Murray were awarded nursing
scholarships by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Crouch
were married for 60 years on
July 16
20 years ago
New members of the Murray
Rotary Club are Max Cleaver,
Doran Claiborne, Bob Rogers,
Dr. Steve Trevathan. Doug Freeland and Wells Purdom. They
are pictured with Leroy Eldndge,
president. and Dr. Jim Carlin,
outgoing president.
Fr. Andre Trevathan is vicar
of St. John's Episcopal Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Twyman Edwards
will be married for 60 years Aug.
18.
Births reported include a girl
to Lucinda and James Eldridge
and a boy to Reita and Charles
Robinson. July 14.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Ted
Delaney, president of MurrayCalloway County Jaycees, taking a plunge in the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Dunking
Booth at the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair.
Mary Jane Littleton presented
a program on National Women's
Conference she attended in Houston, Texas, at a meeting of the
Murray Magazine Club held at
the home of Mrs. W.Z. Carter.
Births reported include a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee
Green. July II.
40 years ago
The tobacco barn and sever-

al pieces of tarn equipment were
destroyed by fire on the farm of
J.L. Ellison on July 16.
Airman First Class Thomas
G. Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe R. Walker of Murray, is now
serving with the Air Force at
Phu Cat Air Force Base in Vietnam
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be
featured in the program for the
Jesse Stuart Visit to Murray State
University. She will present
dramatizations from four of Stuart's books.
50 years ago
The Christmas Decoration
Committee of the Murray Chamber of Commerce has agreed to
purchase new decorations for
around the court square for the
coming season, according to L.D.
Miller, executive secretary of the
chamber.
The repairing and widening
of the highway from Hazel to
Pans, Tenn., is in progress.
Mary Louise Baker is worthy
matron and Nix Crawford is worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 of the Order of the
Eastern Star which meets on second Tuesday at the Masonic Hall.
60 years ago
The IT. Hale Motor Sales
opened today at the corner of Main
and Seventh Streets, according
to Cook Sanders. manager. This
will be for the sale of Oldsmobile cars , along with service
and repair parts.
Mrs. Mary Farmer who has
resigned as pianist after several
years of service for the Murray
Rotary Club, was presented with
a gift from the club with A.B.
Austin making the presentation.
She was voted to be an honorary member of the club that
meets each Thursday at noon at
the Murray Woman's Club house.
The Rev, R.H. Falwell of
Louisville was speaker at the
services on July 11 at First Baptist Church. Murray.

COMICS / FEATURES
Friends pitch in to help keep
wedding costs under control
DEAR ABBY: I had to laugh
when I saw the letter from
'Not Sure If I Do' (May 8),
who hesitated to attend a
potluck wedding at which
guests would be expected to
pitch in and do dishes.
That
sounds a lot
like a Quaker wedding.
In my meethouse
ing
there would
be no minister,
no
music -- perhaps some
Dear Abby wildflowers
picked titan
By Abigail
a
nearby
Van Buren
field. The
couple
would recite vows they had
written. The only cost would
be the courthouse fee and whatever the couple spent (if anything) on wedding attire.
In today's economy, how's
that for saving money? "Not
Sure" should let her hair down
and get with the program. That
wedding sounds like a hoot. - PENNSYLVANIA QUAKER
GIRL
DEAR QUAKER GIRL:
I agree that in today's econo-

my a potluck wedding may be
the most practical choice for
some couples. Many readers
wrote to say that potluck weddings are not unusual today,
and in sonic areas have become
the norm. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: How refreshing! That wedding couple has
the good sense not to spend
a fortune putting on a lavish
reception, and instead are inviting only friends they feel close
to and requesting assistance in

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. July 17,
the 199th day of 2008. There are
167 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 17, 1996, TWA Flight
800. a Pans-bound Boeing 747,
exploded and crashed off Long
Island, N.Y., shortly after leaving
John F. Kennedy International Airport, killing all 230 people aboard.
On this date:
In 1841, the British humor
magazine Punch was first published.
In 1918, Russia's Czar Nicholas
II and his family were executed
by the Bolsheviks.
In 1938. aviator Douglas Corrigan took off from New York,
saying he was headed for California, he ended up in Ireland,
supposedly by accident, earning
the nickname "Wrong Way Corrigan."

In 1944, 322 people were killed
when a pair of ammunition ships
exploded in Port Chicago, Calif.
In 1948. Southern Democrats
opposed to the nomination of President Truman met in Birmingham,
Ala., to endorse South Carolina
Gov, Strom Thurmond,
In 1968. a coup in Iraq returned
the Baath Party to power, five
years after it was ousted.
in 1975, an Apollo spaceship
docked with a Soyuz spacecraft
in orbit in the first superpower
linkup of its kind.
In 1981, 114 people were killed
when a pair of walkways above
the lobby of the Kansas City Hyatt
Regency Hotel collapsed during
a "tea dance.'
Ten years ago: Prosecutors in
the Monica Lewinsky case questioned President Clinton's Secret
Service protectors before a grand
jury. Nicholas II, last of the

Romanov czars, was buried in
Russia 80 years after he and his
family were executed by the Bolsheviks. A 23-foot-high tsunami
hit the northern coast of Papua
New Guinea, killing more than
2,000 people. In Rome, delegates
cram more than 100 countries
overwhelmingly approved a his.
tonetreaty creating the world's first
permanent war crimes tribunal —
ignonng strenuous U.S. objections
over certain provisions.
Five years ago: President Bush
and British Prime Minister Tony
Blair forcefully defended their decision to topple Saddam Hussein
during a joint White House news
conference. In a speech to the
U.S. Congress, Blair said even if
they were proven wrong about
Iraq's weapons capabilities, "We
will have destroyed a threat that
at its least is responsible for inhuman carnage and suffering."
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Gallbladder pain
lingers
DEAR DR. G017: I am
48-year-old female. Following
gallbladder removal four years
ago, I have suffered with chronic diarrhea. My surgeon told
me this was common, and it
would stop within six months.
Unfortunately, this
hasn't been
the case.
Within 30
minutes
after eating,
I have a
spasm in my
side (where
gallbladDr. Gott the
der
was),
feel a pinchBy
Dr. Peter Gott ing sensation and then
have the urge to have a bowel
movement. The first five or
six hours of nearly every day
are spent running back and
forth to the bathroom. Often,
the first BM is normal, but,
as the day progresses, they
look like dark sand mixed with
liquid.
I have had several tests done
throughout the past four years,
but no one seems to be able
to pinpoint the cause. During
one test, I was told there were
two spots caused by the staples from the surgery.
I am in constant pain and
suffer from infections at least
once every two months. I cannot lie on my back at all, and,
if I am on my right side for
too long, my incision site starts
to hurt and develops a heavy
feeling. I feel as though something is going to burst in the
right side of my lower chest.

the form of food and setting

up, etc. I'd rather be the friend
of a couple like that than a
guest at a lavish reception for
casual
acquaintances.
-HAPPY FOR THE COUPLE
IN COLORADO

DEAR ABBY: Apparently
"Not Sure" is looking to be
entertained rather than wanting to contribute to make this
a special day. Perhaps it's a
money issue, or maybe it's just
wanting to share the values
that led them to choose this
type of wedding. Wish them
well and go. or stay home -but don't judge them. -ANNETTA IN EUGENE,ORE.
DEAR ABBY: It is traditional in Mexican families for
the couple to go to friends
and family and ask it they
can pay for something in the
wedding. It might be food, the
hall, ring pillow, favors, etc.
These people are called
"compadres" and "comadres."
They also participate in the
wedding and are mentioned in
the wedding invitations -including what they contributed. They also help to
serve the food.
The persons providing the
support do not need to also
provide a gift, since they have
already contributed to the wedding. -- ROSE K. IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: I agree that
the person who wrote that letter should not attend if she doesn't wish to participate, but I
think you should have made
it clear that not everyone has
a catered wedding. Abby, you
were correct that the person
should send her regrets if she
was offended by the invitation, but if she does, she will
miss out on a very intimate
and enjoyable occasion. --

I was given morphine for the

pain but don't like it. I have
real pain and no one to turn
to for help. My doctor and the
operating surgeon haven't done
anything for me other than
antibiotics when I develop an
infection. I just want to feel
better. Please help.
DEAR READER: I urge
you to seek a second opinion
from a gastroenterologist. A new

look at the situation with fresh
eyes may reveal something that
the other physicians have
missed. It is possible that your
problem is coming from the
staples themselves, or there
may be painful "sludge" that
became trapped in the area of
surgery.
Because you do not specify what tests you have had. I
can't comment about what you
have had done. However. I
believe it's in your best interest to have a colonoscopy if
you have not already to ensure
that there's no physical cause
for your chronic diarrhea, such
as polyps or cancer. The new
gastroenterologist may want to
order additional testing to assess
proper bowel functioning.
Try taking an antidiarrheal
medication, such as Imodium
or Dicestive Advantage, to
reduce your frequency. This
will not only improve your quality of life, but it may also
reduce your chances of developing another infection. You
may also wish to add more
fiber to your diet, such as
Metamucil, which will bulk up
your stools, making them more
solid.

Contracteridge
Reverse Psychology
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
*8 4 2
• J 75
•K 3
+1063
WEST
EAST
•A 9 6 5
•Q 10
•3
•92
*J1094
•A 8 7 6 2
+874
•J 9 5 2
SOUTH
41, K 7 3
•A Q10 8 6 4
•5
4SA K Q
The bidding:
North East
South
West
I V
Pass
2•
Pass
4 11,
Opening lead —jack of diamonds,
A defender should always he suspicious of any abnormal play made
by declarer. Take this case where
South made a good play and East
failed to find the proper response to
it.
South was in four hearts, and
West led the jack of diamonds.
Declarer saw that he might lose the
contract at once if West had the ace
of spades, so instead of making the
normal play of covering the diamond
jack with the queen, he played the
three from dummy!

B.E.C. IN ROCHESTER, N.Y.
DEAR ABBY: I think the

real question is, are the bride
and groom just cheap, which
seems to be the implication in
"Not Sure's" letter, or simply
do not have the money for an
elaborate wedding, and still
want to include family and
friends in the only way they
can afford? -- CYNTHIA IN
SAN DIEGO
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••

To order "How to Write
Letters for All Occasions," send
a business-sized, self-addressed
envelope, plos et•eck or money
order for $6 (U.S. funds) to:
Dear Abby -- Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
IL 61054-0447.

East allowed the jack to win, and
West played another diamond. The
queen fisrced East's ace, establishing
dummy's king as a trick as South
ruffed.
Declarer now cashed the A-K of
trumps, discarded a spade on the
king of diamonds and later lost two
spade tricks to make exactly four
hearts.
It would not have mattered had
West shifted to a different suit at trick
two, Declarer could have established
the diamond trick himself, and the
outcome Would have been the same.
Ease should have realized that
declarer's unusual failure to cover
the jack of diamonds was not simply
an act of chanty on South's part. lie
should have reasoned that declarer
did not want East on lead at trick two
because he feared East would shift to
a particular suit. Furthermore, it was
inconceivable that South would duck
the jack with any holding but a singleton diamond.
East therefore should have overtaken thc jack of diamonds with the
ace and returned the queen of spades.
Thai svould have settled declarer's
hash Nery quickly.
East should have reasoned that if
South thought it was good for him
not to have East or. lead, then it was
had for East not to iake the lead, and
he should have reacicd accordingly.

Tomorrow: lest your play.

Crosswords
45 Combine
46 Natural ladle
48 Kind of vaccine
49 GI tag
50 Frazier foe
51 Beagle feature
53 Lama's chant
54 — counter
56 Generator
58 From Bail
59 Willow tree

ACROSS
1 Pungent spice

6 Opens wide

ista_orveDiE.cro
liE 5E.EN THLNKING, AR 5 CAN
,
I REA.LLY TRUST MY PARENTS
'1 THEY KEEP FLIP-FLOPPING ON
IMPORTANT ISSAS

BACK IN MAY THEY CUT 5ACK ON
MY 1...i.$04 COOKIES TO FuND
n4E0 OWN 546-SPENDING
SPECIAL INTEREST 7_

)•IAVE YOU SEEN WATCHING A WHOLE
LOT OF TV POLITICAL ADS, ELMO'

)
G A RP,El_1210,
DAY THREE, ANP YOU Vriu_
HAVaNT MOVE AReN'T
YOU AFRAit, o 1-05ING
mu5CLE TONe?

VARY \
STuPIC,
QUESTION

11 Did not cook
(2 wds )
13 Plush fabric
14 Greek "M"
15 Fury
16 Hole-making
tool
17 Ozarks St
18 Not art amateur
20 Greenish-blues
22 Rollover subi
23 Catch
25 Not even one
26 Sailed through
27 iffy attempt
29 Book lover
31 Not opposed
33 -Finureworld"
name
34 Not in tune
(hyph )
37 Evergreens
40 Poles' connector
41 Head slangily
43 Shaggy animal

DOWN
I Roughs it
2 Traffic no-no's
(hyph )
3 Note before rni
4 French
MOliarch
5 Mongol
dwelling
6 Hedge shrubs
7 More than most
8 Wheeling's loc
9 Less distant
10 Famed violin
12 Summer lob
seeker

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SPA
MOW
moo AHo rammo
mon Nlm onou
mom Bump
- ammo
mama opo-mo

WOW

WARM MEM COM
OM@ WEIM BOUM@
DOM=

Mum clomp
pumw Imo mom
mon wpm mum
ocum mu mom
7-17 © 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc

13 Hill opposite
19 Nutritious
grain
21 Ventilate
22 Pole, cap
24 Fish 'enders
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26 Bob Hope
specialty
(2 vvds )
28 — choy
30 — Wiedersehen
32'Woman with
Fan" artist
34 Water and rust
Tight
spot
35
36 — must be
Joking!
38 NBA official
39 Severs-veil
dancer
40 Pablo's girl
42 Multiplied
44 Unfounded
report
46 Campbell
of country
47 The Banana
Boat Song
(hyph.)
50 Muslim honorific
52 Hosp workers
55 Sundial
numeral
57 Three-toed
sloth

